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My name is Ahmad Damen. In addition to being a
passionate writer, I’m a soundtrack composer, oud
player, and musician. I’ve also been trained and worked in the film industry for six
years and directed two feature documentaries that enjoyed international success:
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Greetings to all TWiP readers.

The Red Stone and Forbidden Pilgrimage.
I’m happy to introduce this as my first issue as editor of This Week in Palestine.
Being a writer and media professional, I am constantly following developments
in media. The emergence of “social media” changed everything. Nowadays, the
morning ritual of the Palestinian housewives’ gatherings “ ”ال�صباحيةhave become
back-and-forth discussions on a “wall”, birthday wishes constantly beep on
smartphones, and the (#) symbol has evolved to be much more than just a button
on your mobile phone.
This issue of TWiP includes a variety of academics, businessmen, activists, and users
offering their views and opinions on social media in general, and in Palestine specifically.
Cover photo: A child from Gaza July 2014. Photo by Shareef Sarhan.

While there are many Palestinians who are very enthusiastic about social media,
there are some reasons to proceed with caution. A single “Tweet,” for example, may
become a decisive factor in job hiring or firing, or sparking a “revolution” or a “riot”.
We have seen some consequences in recent days in which Western journalists
have been dismissed or reassigned to another country for Tweeting the true horror
they have witnessed in Gaza.
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The theme for this issue was determined months in advance, long before the
current massacres in Gaza. It’s important to mention this so that our readers
understand that TWiP absolutely did NOT choose social media as a way to join the
spectators whose only expressions of resistance and empathy are clicking “Like”
and “Retweet”. The tragedy is beyond what we can imagine—and it overshadows
every page of this issue.
We will continue publishing and spreading the word about Palestine no matter how
many times the Israeli soldiers raid on our small office. We will continue to be a
magazine by Palestinians and for Palestine.
May all the innocent victims rest in peace!
Ahmad Damen
Content Editor
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Would Social
Media Bring
Freedom to
Palestine?

Over the past decade, social media have experienced exponential
global growth. Facebook has 1.28 billion users, each with an average
of 338 Facebook friends.7-8 There are 255 million active Twitter users,
who send 500 million tweets per day.9 More than a billion Internet
users visit YouTube each month, where they watch six billion hours of
video monthly, and upload 100 hours of video every single minute.10
Palestinians have the opportunity to leverage social media in order
to engage people in online interaction that will lead to empathy and
support for ending the Occupation.

Social Media: A Global Village?

and does not remove physical and
mental borders among nations. Social
media are still very segregated. We
interact with people who are like us,
despite the possibility of having diverse
online networks. It becomes difficult,
then, to infiltrate people’s networks
with content that is incongruent with
their values and norms. Even when it
happens, the chances of them engaging
with such content are slim. Taking into
consideration negative stereotypes
of Palestinians, pro-Palestinian social
media content is deemed incongruent,
thus leading us to a case of “preaching
to the choir,” instead of changing how
others perceive us as a nation and as
a cause.

In the mid-1960s, Canadian scholar Marshall McLuhan1 talked about
technology as a force unifying the world into a global village, where
people communicate freely and things that happen in one part of the
world are seen or heard in another. However, the fact that people are
on Facebook, Twitter, or Instagram does not make them connected

How do we move from “preaching
to the choir ” to communication
with a wider audience that leads to
more understanding, empathy, and
behaviours in concert with our plight

Saleem Alhabash, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Public Relations and Social
Media
Michigan State University

am a social scientist who is enthusiastic about the social media
phenomenon and how it affects our lives. I use lab and field
experiments to test what motivates people to share, like, and comment
on social media posts and how engagement with social media can
lead to offline behaviours. Applying my research to my homeland, I
argue that interaction on social media related to the Palestine question
could potentially lead to changes in attitudes and behaviours toward
Palestine and the Palestinians.
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for self-determination and an end to the
Israeli occupation? It will not be easy. To
master this art, we need to understand
how people use social media and the
resulting effects. But first, we need to
understand human nature.

Return to Basics
As humans, we respond to everything
in our environment in one of two basic
ways: we either approach stimuli or
we avoid stimuli. Our central nervous
system is guided by the appetitive
motivational system, which drives us
to seek out pleasurable stimuli such
as food and sex, and the aversive
motivational system that drives us to
avoid negative stimuli, such as danger
so that we run away from a roaring
lion. Understanding this trait of human
nature is essential to realizing why
people click on a link, hit the “like”
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button, share a post, or comment on
something someone else has said on
social media. When communicating
with others, the key is making it
relevant enough to activate their
approach motivation, which guides
both online and offline behaviours.
A study in 20122 found that positive
articles in the New York Times were
shared more often than negative ones.
My own research showed that college
students were more willing to like,
comment, and share anti-cyberbullying
posts if they had a positive rather than
a negative tone.3 This is precisely why
images of babies and kittens get more
likes, shares, and Retweets. Pleasant
images activate pleasant emotions, and
people like to share pleasant things.
I’m not suggesting we start posting
pictures of cats to garner suppor t
for Palestine, yet knowing about this
dynamic is essential to getting people
more engaged online.

study, American college students
played the roles of the Palestinian
President or the Israeli Prime Minister in
PeaceMaker, a video-game simulation
of the conflict. Results from two
studies showed that playing the role
of the Palestinian President for only
20 minutes led to positive changes
in attitudes and stereotypes toward
Palestinians.
A sceptic might very well say that
these interactions are meaningless,
considering the complexity of the
conflict. That might be true in some
cases, yet additional studies I’ve
conducted show that expressing
intentions to “like,” share, and
comment on a Facebook status update
(regardless of the topic) nearly doubles
the chances that a person would
express intentions to engage in relevant
offline behaviours.4, 5How do we, then,
get people engaged online with our
cause?

In 2007, I conducted a month-long
experiment, where I asked Palestinian
and American young adults to interact
on Facebook. In addition to discussing
the Palestinian-Israeli conflict,
participants asked each other about
dating norms, food, school, and family
relationships. Pretty mundane, right?
Yet after one month of such “mundane”
interactions, both the Palestinian group
and the American group had changed
their perceptions about the other for the
better. Bottom line: the experiment was
a success. Participants were able to
humanize the other side, which resulted
in viewing them favourably. In another

Creating a “Dragonfly Effect”
In their book, The Dragonfly Effect,
Aaker and Smith argue that to create
successful social media campaigns,
you need to identify a clear goal, figure
out how to grab people’s attention,
engage them with the content, and
invite them to take action. I often see
posts on my Facebook newsfeed related
to Palestine that have no clear goal. We
need to think more strategically about
what kind of impact we want to have
with the information we share about
Palestine. We need to provide content

that not only grabs people’s attention,
but also engages them. To engage
people and motivate them to take
action, we need to tell a story, to put
a human face on our just cause, to
generate empathy (bloody and gory
pictures don’t generate empathy; they
create anger and push people away).
Above all we must remain authentic.
We need to provide a call to action
beyond sheer awareness-raising. It’s
not about telling people what to do; it’s
about offering mechanisms for them
to act upon their online engagement.

Saleem Alhabash is an assistant
professor of public relations and social
media at Michigan State University’s
Department of Advertising + Public
Relations and Department of Media and
Information. He completed his B.A. in
Journalism and Political Science from
Birzeit University, and his M.A. and
Ph.D. from the University of Missouri’s
School of Journalism. Away from
research, he enjoys baking batches of
baklawa and muttabaq—consistently
crowd-pleasers—to share with friends
and colleagues.

To answer the question I posed in the
title of this article, I can only say: it
depends. Social media offer amazing
opportunities to share our perspectives
without the restrictions of mainstream
media gatekeepers. We have access to
a virtual space where anyone can talk
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to everyone, where everyone can fulfil
his/her responsibility to champion our
rights and induce change, even if it’s
just one person at a time. This is the
time when one person could make a
difference. The world awaits our call
to action!
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Tell Your
Story
Today!
By Jack Rabah

or thousands of years, humans have used narrative
and stories to communicate. From people in the streets
to prophets, stories were one of the most effective
ways religion was preached to the masses. As I look
back, I find that the most influential people in my life
are all good storytellers. No matter what the story
is about, good stories—and the people who tell them—stick with
you for a lifetime. From my early childhood days I enjoyed stories:
stories I heard, stories I read, and stories that took place around me.
Little did I know that this simple yet completely human means of
communications would dominate media thirty years later.
Storytelling is a natural way to communicate and engage the public,
which is why corporations around the world—with varying degrees
of success—have been attempting brand storytelling. Corporations
that manage to connect stories with their brand’s core values are
reaping the biggest rewards.
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Given these new revelations in the world of marketing and communications, social
media marketing provides a practical and cost-effective solution. Social media
marketing is taking centre stage as corporations hire brand evangelists to tell their
story rather than marketers to sell their products or services.
Social media provides the best tools for storytelling including social interaction on
Facebook, microblogs on Twitter, photo stories on Instagram, videos on YouTube,
and virtual reality experiences. There are so many social media tools out there
that we can put to our use as long as our target audience is using them. Take a
look at the following table for a small subset of the social media tools out there
and their classifications:

Social Media Classification
Classification
Social Networking
Publishing
Photo Sharing
Audio
Video
Microblogging
Livecasting
Virtual Worlds
Gaming
Productivity Applications
Aggregators
RSS
Search
Mobile
Interpersonal
Check-In (Marking)

Sample Sites
Facebook, Google+
WordPress, Blogger
Flickr, Instagram, Pinster
SoundCloud, iTunes
YouTube, Keek, Vimeo, Google Video
Twitter
Live365
Second Life
EverQuest
Google Drive, Office 365, SurveyMonkey, zoho
Digg, Reddit
Google FeedBurner, RSS 2.0
Google, bing, Yahoo!
BBM, WhatsApp, Tango, SMS, iMessage
Skype, FaceTime
Foursquare

Source: The Social Media Bible (2nd Ed.) by Lon Safko

Firms that are following a digital business model approach social media marketing
strategically in contrast to other firms that are still using social media as an
alternative for offline soft marketing. A key issue which is still unclear to many is
how to measure the success and the return on investment (ROI) for their social
media marketing efforts. Many objective and subjective methods are being put
to use starting with counting “likes” and all the way to tracking real leads and/or
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These days, start-ups, as well as big corporations are talking about
social media marketing. But with hundreds of social media tools out
there, how can we utilize them in a winning social media marketing
strategy? Recent developments worldwide suggest that storytelling is
the glue that binds new and old media vehicles under a single unifying
umbrella with social media marketing at its core.

As for Palestinians’ perceptions of social media marketing, we notice that Facebook
advertising could be the most effective social media marketing tool in Palestine,
with 77% who claim to click on advertisements on Facebook. Furthermore, about
half of those who click actually bought a good or service after seeing its ad on
Facebook, compared to only 9% who bought a good or service after receiving
advertising via email.
With 20% having already purchased something online, it is an encouraging indicator
that there will be a stronger future for e-commerce and social media marketing
in Palestine.
Figure 2: Profiling the Palestinian Consumer
Have tried to get support online

18.00%

Have made a purchase online using a credit card

actual sales generated. However, this part of social media marketing still needs
much more development and research.

Have made a purchase using a credit card

12%

Have commented on what others post

77.80%

Participates with own opinions on social media

78.30%

Have fears about buying online

A Local Perspective

47%

Purchased something from the Internet

When considering the applicability of social media for marketing or even storytelling
as a branding approach in our local Palestinian context, a number of questions
come up: How much is the local consumer ready for this new era? What about
the businesses? What about the infrastructure?
I would like to share some figures below from a recent telephone survey I conduced
of 616 Palestinians, age 18 and above, from the West Bank, the Gaza Strip, and
Jerusalem. I hope it will shed some light on this issue.
In recent years, the basic telecommunications infrastructure has significantly
improved in Palestine, and this is noticeable from the results of the survey (see
Figure 1). While 86% own a mobile phone, 73% have Internet at home or work, and
about 63% use the Internet. On the other hand, we notice that there is still some
more development needed to improve e-commerce in Palestine as only 16% of
respondents have credit cards.
Figure 1: Access to telecommunications infrastructure
Have a credit card

5.60%

63%

7.50%
23%

Like receiving advertising via email

As for local businesses, an extensive online study of around 300 local businesses
indicates that about 62% have a website, although most need updating and activation
with fresh content and tools. As for social media tools, companies with an active
Facebook page (23%) constitute a small percentage of the companies investigated.
In addition, other social media tools are used even less, with active Twitter accounts
at 6% and active LinkedIn pages at 7% (see Figure 3).

7%

Have a Twitter account

11%
6%
10%

Have an active Facebook page

48%

Own a computer

77.20%
9.40%

Have subscribed to a business mailing list

Have an active Twitter account
86%

Have an email account

Clicked on an ad on Facebook

Have a LinkedIn page
73%

Own a mobile phone

36.70%

Made a purchase after receiving an ad via email

Have an active LinkedIn page

Have Internet at home and/or at work

82%

Made a purchase after seeing an ad on Facebook

Figure 3: Palestinian Private Sector Usage of Social Media Tools

16%

Use the Internet

20%

“Liked” a Facebook page

80%

23%

Have a Facebook page

32%
62%

Have a website

Furthermore, Figure 2 shows that while Palestinian consumers like to engage in
online conversations and comment on others’ posts (78%), most have fears about
purchasing online (47%), and only 5% have ever purchased anything online using
a credit card.
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As for the type of content local businesses are publishing on social media, we
notice that it is an assortment ranging from trivia and contests to promotions and
offers. There are limited serious attempts to engage audience through a well11

became the storyteller of Heritage
Week, announcing the program, driving
the bus to bring our Palestinian brothers
from Golan, and calling upon our
youth to return from abroad and join in
preserving our heritage and developing
rural Palestine. Amti Tooteh reminds
us of the importance of our heritage,
of our traditional costumes, and of our
beautiful traditional songs.
On a personal level, I have been
experimenting with storytelling as a
means of sharing bits of our Palestinian
heritage and culture. I have been
writing a number of short pieces and
publishing them on my personal blog.
Visit the blog if you want to know why
one of the lions in Al Manara Square is
wearing a watch, or why—if you can
get to Jerusalem—you should visit
the Dar Al Tifel Palestinian Heritage
Museum.
A final note of encouragement: there
is great potential for storytelling in
Palestine and in the Arab world in
general. For centuries, the Arabs
have been the sources of legends,
fables, and tales of the adventures of
kings and warriors. For generations,
the tradition of oral storytelling was
a powerful medium for narrating the
drama inherent in these tales. Finally,
the storyteller who represented the
collective genius and fantasies of his
people would, with his way with words,
breathed life into the heroes of history,
bringing a piece of the past to life for
his avid listeners. So, what are you
waiting for? Start telling the story of
your brand today!

planned social media strategy. As for
storytelling, there is definitely a chance
to make a unique mark in this area, as
it is quite underdeveloped.

Jack Rabah has a BA in Computer
Science from Earlham College (USA)
and an MBA from Birzeit University,
Palestine. He is business development
director at a regional communications
agency. He enjoys photography,
reading, and byzantine chanting. He
blogs at: http://jacksdaily.wordpress.
com and http://palestinianchanter.
wordpress.com. He can be reached at
jack.rabah@gmail.com.

On a professional level, I have been
toying around with storytelling for some
time now. One of the accomplishments
I am proud of is the creation of the
Amti Tooteh character, who as of
last year become the voice of the
Birzeit Heritage Week. Amti Tooteh
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A special thanks to the Gazan photographer
and artist Shareef Sarhan who provided
almost all the images of Gaza in this
issue. Throughout the shelling and very
difficult conditions, not only was Shareef
a professional in obliging to every request
we had, but he was also a mannered and
patient gentleman.

Social Media,
Cyberspace,
and Palestinian
Digital Identity

By Dr. Ali Qleibo

hroughout Palestine, smart phones are ubiquitous. Here, there, and
everywhere, Palestinian adolescents and a rising number of mature
adults are seen alternately peering over their smart phones and
thumbing the tiny keyboard, receiving and sending messages. Whether
at traffic lights, in restaurants, cafés, family dinners, or while following
television, each silhouette is engaged in keeping up with his/her own
newsfeeds within their respective Internet community.
“I avoid using Facebook,” my daughter Aida snaps in response to
my nagging questions about her use of social media. “Instagram is
better, faster, and less cumbersome.” She sees my puzzled look and
explains, “On Instagram, one simply takes a picture and sends it with
a caption. The platform allows for brief responses that include “likes,”
“shares” and one-line comments. Facebook is too long; too much
writing, too many video clips, too many links, and too overbearing.”

Social media networking exercises
a radical role in shaping Palestinian
society by providing media platforms
in which an online/offline identity is
dialectically produced at the juncture
of man, machine, and culture.

Cyber-reality adds another
dimension to experiential reality;
it does not simply mimic it.
Its platforms supplement the
necessary competencies that
daily life requires and provides;
and in this respect, they irrigate
the deserts that our lives have
already become. It inures us from
lonely anonymity by connecting
us in infinite networks of digital
friendships.

“As I shower I may hum a melodious
song totally out of tune, playing with
the lyrics. Alone and self-absorbed
under the shower, I may sing to myself
unabashedly.”

Abdulrahman used the shower image
to illustrate the self-indulgence that
underlies the banal trivia of highly
personal feelings and reflections one
reads in social media platforms. “New
media technologies are not merely
communication tools,” my friend
Abdulrahman explains, “rather the
structure of Facebook is set up as
an alternate online reality to foster,
promote, and prod individual users
to make public what in offline reality
would be improper public behaviour.
Cyberspace provides new opportunities
to reshape society and culture through
providing socially acceptable venues
of expression for ‘hidden’ identities.
In this sense, computer-mediated
communication platforms have become
a significant Palestinian channel of
cultural expression.”

and relationships are enacted, raising
polemic questions about the social
psychology of Internet use, the
relationship between online and offline
forms of life, and the rapport between
“real” and “virtual.”
“In this silent world, all conversation
is typed. To enter it, one forsakes
both body and place and becomes a
thing of words alone.” Abdulrahman
adds, “One can read what one’s
neighbours are saying or have recently
said, but not what either they or their
physical surroundings look like. And it
is precisely this “hidden” identity that
enables the inane dramatization of ones
sentimentality publicly online.”
“I’m gonna cry, my heart is hurting
for Brazil,” whines Layla on Facebook
during the bombing of Gaza. The level

Cyberspace is the site in which
alternative forms of online identity
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of alienation and egoism spills over
the newsfeed, absent of self-restraint.
Another self-obsessed writer who
often posts photos of mansaf, grilled
fish, or stuffed aubergines announces
cheerfully on the morning of Gaza’s
tragedy: “Good morning worldddd.”

One person posts his religious social
reflections for the morning, a second
posts on his wall the icon of St. Theresa
of Perpetual Help, a third puts a verse
of the Quran or a wondrous picture
of some natural phenomenon, and
requests the viewer put a “like” for
which he/she would be rewarded by
God, a fourth takes a picture of his
car, a fifth uploads photographs of his
voyages, of the glamorous party they
were at, a critical analysis of society, of
political events with links to video clips,
marvels of the planet earth, surprising
events, natural calamities, wonders of
nature, charming animals, accidents,
comic situations, status or state of
mind, and words of wisdom dispensed
lavishly and freely.

In the online identity, the majority
presumes himself/herself a gifted
writer: inspired, profound, aesthete,
sensitive, caring, and artistic. Online
everyone is a preacher, a poet, a
moralist, and a politician. There are
some who record their own voice as
they sing off key. In fact, online identity,
by the very structure of Facebook,
prods such surrealistic presumptuous
postures encouraged by the number
of “likes,” comments, and shares they
yearn to score.

Offline anonymous individuals
assume a charismatic and glamorous
online persona: charming, erudite,
caring, compassionate, involved,
witty, funny, charming, self-righteous,
indignant, angry, pious, and profound.
Whether this online persona bears
correspondence to reality is another
point. Hypocrisy, double standards and
falsehood abound, but this is integral
to the use of cyberspace as a medium
to explore and publicize private latent
aspects of one’s identity lurking in
the offline persona. To a great extent,
the use of various forms of social
media becomes the platform which
launches the individual into a selfabsorbing journey. They provide both
entertainment and a break from the
drudgery of the routine and the familiar

In Facebook the status of the user
shows whether the user is married,
engaged or single. There is also a
feature of map share. So we learn that
Sami is in the VIP lounge in Dubai on
his way to Beirut, we learn that Abeer
is in Beit Jala at Hosh el Yasmine
Restaurant, and we see that Samira
and her friends were at the American
consulate reception to which they add
their photos, glamorously dressed.
Further below on the newsfeed, we
see that Dana has changed her profile
picture with a highly stylized selfie
that projects a highly sensual cover
girl glitzy look. Men opt for the rugged
image out in nature to project a virile
image inspired no doubt by the old
Marlboro ads.
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self-image. Through “hidden identities”
one experiences liminality.
Facebook is ritual: self-advertising,
pandering oneself, expressing one’s
dreams are the dramatic elements in the
rite of passage from offline persona to
become “other.” On MBC television, this
“otherness” is succinctly expressed in a
commercial in which the blue silhouette
of a man is bent over his smart phone
when his young daughter approaches
him. At her touch, the figure assumes
natural colour, life, and feelings as he
embraces the child as though he has
returned from a far-away voyage.

The social platforms provided by
social media such as Instagram,
Twitter, and Facebook play a
pivotal role in the conditioning
and production of Palestinian
contemporary digital identity.
Though one belongs to the
group, the social group is merely
an aggregate of individuals and
not a guild, a union, or a political
par ty; cyber-reality does not
impact the socio-political field
of action.

In fact, under this charade lurks a
compulsive, narcissistic, exhibitionist
drive. It involves extolling one’s virtues
(real or imaginary) and making them
public. One dramatizes aspects of one’s
identity (real or false) to the point of
making a caricature of oneself—putting
them on display to be admired by his/her
network of friends, followers, and fans
with the desire to “go viral.” Crafting
posts that appeal for “likes,” favourites,
and reblogs becomes the means to
an end; the success of each post is
measured by the number of “likes” and
complimentary comments. The “score”
provides instant gratification. Incentives
go from being motivators toward a goal
to becoming the goal themselves.

reinforced by the attention they receive
online furthering the rift between the
offline and online persona.
“It is rare to read comments that register
scorn, poke fun, ridicule, or outrage
on the banal truisms, melodramatic
sentimentality, and trivia or half-baked
ideas that one reads on the newsfeed.
The oppressive conformist pressure
of Palestinian society dominates even
Palestinian social media, where you
mostly find ‘likes’ and complementary
polite comments with no contradictions,
opposition or negative responses,” Aida
explains.

Ironically, in the quest for scores, one
tunes one’s online image and narrative
into “other” that is distant from one’s
offline “identity.” Inadvertently, social
media metrics become the reliable
basis for the online persona. The
identities we foster for ourselves are

Salwa’s timeline constantly enriches
my Facebook page with a daily stream
of posts replete with commentary and
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shared links. Her repertoire includes
sensitive love poems, angry prose riling
against the weakness and incompetence
of the Palestinian Authority, hypocrisy
of social conventions, and the laconic
apathy of the silent majority. In her
online persona, she is alternately
outraged, needy, melancholic, boastful,
and sentimental, and is consequently
rewarded with responses. Through
being flattened she has become
more easily amplified. Every now and
then, Salwa regales us with photos in
which she is the epitome of beauty,
opprobrium, and class of course in the
right company.

Social platforms sweep individuals
in nets of vir tual relationships at
the expense of the complexity of
connecting with multifaceted persons
for whom we care. Internet social
relations inure us from experiential
reality to substitute it with a virtual,
flattened cyber-reality and an illusory
network of digital friendships.
Facebook, LinkedIn, Instagram, and
Twitter—the new digital world in
which we reveal ourselves prods
exhibitionism. We want to show off
and promote ourselves. To build our
identity, the digital reality serves as
our platform. Networks know where
we are, documenting each and every
movement, thought, and feeling. We
live under inspection, surveillance,
and conformity. In the process, we
are all becoming information. Hypervisibility is the new experience. Yet the
more we reveal, the more we lose our
solitariness.

Narcissism, exhibitionism, fear of
loneliness, and anonymity underlie
the compulsive addiction to the most
popular Palestinian platforms for social
interaction: Facebook. The newsfeed
perpetuates the drive to broadcast
ourselves, posting photographs and
externalizing our inner life by providing
a system rewarding the production of
one’s image that is public—albeit at
the expense of sacrificing the sanctity
of our inner lives.

“Visibility is a trap.” Foucault warned
of this conundrum in his major opus,
Discipline and Punish. In fact, social
media represents the embodiment of
the nightmare of idealizing the social
in which individual liberty is forsaken.

My friend Khalil points out: “The
online persona enables the Arabs
(and Palestinians in par ticular) an
alibi wherein private, idiosyncratic,
political, and social precepts find
public expression—albeit in cryptic
messages, and gut reactions in the
form of comments and shared links.
Social media, though used mostly as a
pastime mode of entertainment, makes
it possible to break the foils of sociopolitical censorship and self-imposed
taboos in a public discourse.”

Heaven and hell: by idealizing virtual
reality, the digital revolution has created
a cult of the social. We are no longer
on our own. Everything is socialized.
Social media platforms eliminate
solitude. Yet we need solitude; to be
alone and to discourse with oneself is
central to the human condition.
Dr. Ali Qleibo is an anthropologist,
author, and artist. A specialist in
the social history of Jerusalem and
Palestinian peasant culture, he is
the author of Before the Mountains
Disappear, Jerusalem in the Heart, and
Surviving the Wall, an ethnographic
chronicle of contemporary Palestinians
and their roots in ancient Semitic
civilisations. Dr. Qleibo lectures at AlQuds University. He can be reached at
aqleibo@yahoo.com

Khalil adds, “Digital friendships are
compatible with the Palestinian concept
of offline friendship: casual, free of
expectations, pressure, and demands,
and in this sense it fosters a negative
sociological trend whereby reciprocal
family obligations dominate social
relations.”
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Why I Will
Never Join
Facebook
By Dima Damen

ou can see it on Facebook,” a friend said when
I asked for the photo of her newborn as I called
to extend my congratulations. I felt somehow
ashamed. How could I tell her that I do not have a
Facebook account, or worse, that I had made a
conscious, determined decision to avoid this web of
knowledge often referred to as the “social network”?
Eighty-five years ago, the Hungarian writer Frigyes
Karinthy wrote a short story, which he entitled “Chains.”
In his story, he hypothesised the “six degrees of separation” theory.
The theory states that any two individuals around the world can be
connected via a chain of acquaintances that has no more than five
intermediary individuals. In other words, every individual around this
world, including your worst enemy, is in fact your friend’s friend’s
friends’ friend’s friend’s friend!
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Holding a PhD in computer science makes one undoubtedly techy.
It is thus difficult to explain to people why I do not have a Facebook
account. From my perspective, it is scary to see how much of a
person’s life is now available online, and how often people volunteer
to profile themselves, unconsciously establishing an inerasable trail
of data that can identify them ever after.

intelligence purposes. One can imagine
how an interested intelligence agency
could inject individuals into the right
locations within the chains network in
order to ensure that they gain access to
any individual in the world whom they
would wish to befriend.

For ty-seven years ago, Stanley
Milgram, an American sociologist
devised an experiment to test Karinthy’s
weird hypothesis. In the experiment,
he randomly selected citizens in
the United States, and gave them a
package to be delivered to a random
stranger. The instructions each received
required them to forward the package to
someone they knew, who they believed
would be the most likely candidate to
know the target stranger. To Milgram’s
– and the world’s – surprise, it took an
average of 5 to 7 trips for the package
to be delivered!

My discipline has taught me the power
of data and algorithms. It was thus
a very obvious decision for me to
abandon joining most social media
sites – particularly Facebook, which
openly states extremely scary policies
related to the ownership of the data,
the ability to keep personal data beyond
deletion dates, and the sharing of data
with several intelligence agencies in the
developed world. While most people in
this world follow John Lennon’s words:
“Living is easy with eyes closed,” I
simply cannot.

Today the social network sites are
proof of how closely connected we
are. This seems like a tremendous
technical achievement. While that is
conceptually correct, in reality this
information is not freely available
for anyone to query. This precious
information is only accessible to certain
companies that sell the information
for marketing and, more crucially,

To my amazement, the power of social
media has been recently extended
beyond even our wildest dreams.
One month ago, a study conducted
at the University of Cambridge, in
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collaboration with Microsoft Research,
revealed how you can discover a
person simply by looking at the pages
or topics that individuals have “liked”
on their Facebook profile. For example,
this method is 88 percent accurate in
predicting a person’s gender from his/
her Facebook likes. Of these findings,
some links seem implausible and
fairly random at first sight. The one
most referenced in the media is the
link between high IQ and liking “curly
fries.” (Yes, yes, you read correctly, in
case you were wondering whether your
eyesight has deteriorated while reading
this article.) Apparently liking curly fries
is quite a strong indicator of a person’s
high IQ, and it can be trusted. You might
argue that such research is bogus or
irrelevant to our daily living since we
are unable to imagine its usefulness
or usability. For data miners, however,
this is a rich resource, and so it is for
people who are keen on tracing your
thoughts and interests despite your
utmost care in keeping your private
data off the evil web of knowledge. With
powerful models, even your smallest
step in the world of social media can
reveal information about yourself or
your beliefs that you might believe are
untraceable.

Soon enough, machines will be able to
conclude patterns about us beyond our
wildest dreams, and those who have
access to the raw data and are capable
of employing developed algorithms will
have an ability to conclude and monitor
our daily lives in ways we cannot even
envisage at the moment. It would be
naive to doubt that their next step
would extend beyond monitoring to
manipulating, hinting, and linking in
ways that satisfy their personal and
ideological goals.
It might be wor th mentioning that
the author of this article is not antitechnology. Tech is my profession,
passion, and daily living. It is important
to separate the technology from its
usage, however. Social media has
undoubtedly achieved the objectives of
its creators. Alas, despite your opinion
about this piece, there is no turning
back for you. You, just like everyone
else, are trapped.
Dr. Dima Damen is an assistant
professor at the Computer Science
Department, University of Bristol. Dima
graduated with a BSc in computer
science from Birzeit University (2002),
and a PhD from the University of Leeds
(2009). In addition to her academic
publications, she is the co-author of
four books and numerous articles.
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Whoever
Said Social
Media Is
Low-Cost?

By Anan Abu Rmieleh
ince the emergence of social media, most businesses
and organisations are going online, which has created a
24/7 online community. The Internet has already started
to deplete traditional channels and has led the world into
a new era where having an online presence is more
important than having a tree in your garden. Life is being
transferred to another planet; a virtual one that is called
Web. Nowadays, having an office and having a website
are equally important. Actually, a website might be more
important as it can be viewed concurrently by a greater number of
people at any time during the day. With the help of social media, the
Web has hosted millions of people who spend their time shopping,
socialising, writing, drawing, listening, watching, and studying online.
When it comes to assessing marketing effor ts, social media
dashboards provide you with detailed reports that you would not
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and online presence. Acute change
management is indeed mandatory to
turn your human and capital resources
into social generators. Although paid
advertising on social media is cheap
and posting content is free of charge,
you need a lot of staff to manage and
monitor your social activities on a daily
basis. Information on social platforms
is disseminated faster than you can
imagine, and a crisis may erupt within
minutes.

have access to through advertising
in newspapers, on radio, or through
billboards. Advertisers have always
considered traditional media to be
an expensive tool where return on
investment cannot be easily measured.
Hence social media has evolved with
a different vision that entails reporting,
specific targeting, and relationship
building. The problem lies in the fact
that social media has been promoted
as a low-cost marketing tactic;
nevertheless, whoever believes this
fallacy is not doing the right thing on
social media.

Without enough resources and
capabilities, the pros and cons of social
media are mostly the same. One of the
most significant advantages is dialogue,
but hiring a skilled social writer who can
initiate conversations needs a budget.
Interacting with a diversified audience
is another advantage; however, it
requires subtle planning to satisfy
the majority of your fans, who have
varied demographic and geographic

Going social is not an easy decision
to implement. It is not a part-time job
or a simple task that can be assigned
to an intern. Social media nowadays
is the core of your image, values,
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traits. On the other hand, social media
is an instant and easily accessible
communication tool, which makes it
an uncontrollable crisis inciter. Lastly,
measurement and listening tools on
social media, which are clearly better
than traditional measurement tools, can
be a double-edged sword. An alwaysonline community using PCs, laptops,
smartphones, and tablets is stalking
you, and if your activities are not well
studied by experts, your presence will
be an embarrassment.

scheduling, and monitoring content
on different social media platforms;
blogging might also be included. The
response and community management
is also a major task that the content
creator has to manage on hourly basis.
That’s actually the employee that never
sleeps well, always thinking about
every post that he/she publishes. The
advertiser is responsible for running
various ad versions on numerous social
networks. This may include budgeting,
targeting, researching, monitoring, and
measuring all paid campaigns. You
would not want to look at this guy’s
busy computer screen. Since the
goal is to produce genuine material,
the job of the content creator and the
adver tiser must be suppor ted with
graphic designs and images as well as
webpages, landing pages, applications,
and website integration; here comes
the expertise of the graphic designer
and the Web developer. In addition to
human resources, you may need to
purchase online tools to listen to your
audience, monitor your activities, and
measure your performance.

Theoretically, to perform well on social
media, you need an experienced
team that is well aware of the
company’s business model, branding,
marketing strategies, and corporate
communications guidelines. This team
should cooperate with all departments
to curate a comprehensive and
compelling content. If the company’s
social culture is fragile, no real content
will be created and your brand will not
be well-humanised on social media.
Humanising your brand is simply
revealing the human side of your
company. Online people like to deal with
human beings, not sales machines!

This constitutes only a par t of the
cost of the social team. Creating a
social culture in other departments
is a different story; in Palestine, it is
actually the whole story. Digitalising
your organisation will lead you to online
sales, online procurement, online human
resources, online networking, online
customer support, online journalism,
and online ar twork. Agencies that
used to have only graphic designers

Generally speaking, the social media
team would include a content creator,
advertiser, Web developer, and graphic
designer. As you read this you might
think that the responsibilities of each are
trivial; nonetheless, a comprehensive
list of their responsibilities might
occupy the space of two more pages.
A content creator is responsible
for collecting, editing, publishing,
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must now have Web designers as
well. Marketing professionals have
previously worked on above-the-linetools, now they need to know how to
integrate social media activities and
direct marketing techniques into their
offline campaigns by understanding
QR codes, shor tened links, and
hashtags. Public relations personnel
have been liaising with newspapers
and magazines, now they have to deal
with bloggers, tweeters, and online
news sites. Human resources people
used to headhunt through connections
and vacancy announcements in print,
now they search on LinkedIn and post
vacancies online. Customer support
personnel have been answering
inquiries by phone, now they need to
satisfy customers coming through the
website and social media outlets. All
these additional tasks need training
and more employees and “Change
Management” initiatives.

Get social before you get to
social media! Imagine yourself
at a cocktail party where you
need to interact rather than
simply talk about yourself. A
Like or Follow on your page
is the crush that someone
has on you. If they find you
uninteresting, they’ll look
for someone else. Always
remember that nothing is free
– neither the drinks you buy
for others nor the ones that are
offered to you. It costs a lot to
sustain every relationship that
you cultivate!

Not being on social media is not even
an option. If you’re not there, you will
cease to exist. At the same time, you
need to do it right. So you’re either
there with a professional presence or
you become invisible. Those who want
to empower their presence online need
to follow a “Go-Hard or Go-Home”
approach. In several years, your bank
will have no more clients without online
services, your shop will not be selling
offline, and your telecom services will
become pointless if online top-up and
e-customer support is unavailable.

Anan Abu Rmieleh is the business
development manager at Sky
Advertising. He is a social-media and
digital-marketing consultant with an
international outlook and a flair for tech
PR, inbound marketing, and targeted
advertising. Anan holds a master’s
degree in corporate communication
and public relations from the University
of Leeds. He has developed his
professional experience in Palestine,
the United Kingdom, and Tel Aviv, and
currently teaches social media and
digital marketing at Birzeit University.
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Social
Media

A Fight with Sticks and Stones
Photo courtesy of friendsofsabeel.org.uk

Courtesy of www.Facebook.com/PalestinianChristians

’m writing as a representative of the 12 administrators of the
“Palestinian Christians” social media page from all over the world
(Palestine, Jordan, Chile, Australia, Lebanon, United States, and
United Kingdom) who have been working day and night to make our
campaign a success. There are many others who are not even page
administrators whose efforts have proved invaluable.
We started this journey back in 2004 as a small Yahoo group in order
to raise our voice against the Israeli occupation and to spread the word
about Christian-related news in Palestine. Social media provides a
means of independence and privileged communication that is free of
censorship and the rough hands of content editors.
The voice of Palestinian Christians has long been lost in the midst of
the clashing forces of world media. We do not have a proper voice that
speaks for our issues, concerns, and joys. The international media is
mostly controlled by politicians and lobbyists who produce reports,
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We never tr y to camouflage the
Palestinian plight or bury our heads in
the sand. There are two main issues
of concern (among many others) that
we always try to report swiftly and
accurately.

materials, and articles that use Israeli
terms and promote Israeli propaganda.
Why are we so concerned about this?
Being Palestinian, we cannot let Israel
try to use us as a political card for its
own gain. We believe that Palestinians
are Palestinians no matter what religion
we follow. We are born as Palestinians
first; the Arabic words of this land
are the first words we learn. It’s the
soil of Palestine on which we first
walk as children before we start our
quest to find our own image of God,
whether we are Christians, Muslims,
Jews, or Samaritans. Through our
social media page we try to spread
the joy of Easter and Christmas from
all over Palestine. I remember the
many hours I have spent – and I look
forward to the hours I will spend in the
future – collecting photos from all the
various Christian denominations around
historical Palestine.

First, whenever there is colonisation
and occupation, you will always find
some people who identify with the
occupying forces for personal and
financial gain. It cannot be denied that
some Christians across the green line
have decided to join the Israeli army
due to family pressure, poor economic
conditions, or psychological issues.
The Israelis tend to use this to create
tension between the native inhabitants
of the land. They want us to be afraid
of each other.
We stand against the propaganda
and use social media to reveal the
real face of the Israeli occupation –
persecutors of Palestinian Christians
and accomplices in vandalising our
holy sites. We ask the Christians who
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Gaza - A church and a mosque that have shared a wall for hundreds of years Photo Credit Ruqaya Izzidien.

receive notices from the Israeli army
to burn such notices and even capture
this on camera for the world to see. We
also show the concurrent vandalism
and targeting of our holy places by
Jewish gangs as a reminder for anyone
who still questions the situation of
Palestinian Christians.

A Chinese proverb says: “A picture is
worth a thousand words.” This has
proven very true in our social posts;
one picture receives more attention
and Likes than ten full-length articles.
Whenever readers are presented with
an article they tend only to read the
headlines and ignore the text. It’s often
controversy that stirs up people more
than the seriousness and urgency of the
news or the post in question.

In addition, social media enables us to
join with our Palestinian brothers and
sisters on Facebook to spread the word
about Days of Return. These events
are designed to remind the original
inhabitants of destroyed Palestinian
villages of their real roots, and also
to inform all Palestinians about these
villages. Palestinian villages such as
Iqrit and Bir’im were depopulated
and destroyed during the Nakba
(Palestinian catastrophe). We realised
after posting photos of the ruins that
many Palestinians were not even aware
that these villages ever existed. We
hope that the gatherings associated
with these social events will create a
constant reminder about the right of
return for all Palestinian refugees.

Although we sometimes use Twitter,
our main focus is Facebook, which
has proved to be a rewarding medium
for our efforts. We hope to upgrade
our social media work to include our
own website and mailing list in the
near future.
Our priority must be to encourage and
educate our people about the reality of
their lost history, culture, and heritage.
We want to promote the genuine
democratic values of freedom, equality,
religious choices, and modernisation.
Our national – rather than religious –
identity is our main concern. That’s why
the word “Palestinian” comes before
the word “Christian” in our page title.

They never teach us about this in our
schools. The Israelis use our ignorance
to implement their grand plan to Judaise
all of Palestine. We are left with few
resources and mainly independent
channels such as social media to raise
awareness and call for action.

As one of the sole means to promote
our rights, social media use is proof
of our lack of resources in front of the
rich and powerful media apparatus of
the Zionists. Yet we Palestinians have
always used sticks and stones to
defend our land, and we shall continue
to do the same with the sticks and
stones of social media.

After ten years of working on the
page, I’ve started to learn few tips
and tricks of the social media trade.
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Social Media:

A Tool for
Socialising or
Advertising?

by Sa’d Q. Abdel Hadi
crolling through my Facebook newsfeed, the information is
a combination of my friends’ interests and mine, along with
many calls to check out a phone carrier’s latest offer and posts
incentivizing me to “like” the latest sports product because
three of my friends have “liked” it. A site that used to be a
means for me to socialize with friends has become packed
with advertisements. Initially social media was used primarily
for the purpose of connecting with other people—old and new
friends, relatives, former classmates, and colleagues.
Fast-forward almost a decade since Facebook’s first appearance:
social media is no longer limited to this purpose. Now social media is
used heavily for business-oriented purposes and connecting to larger
audiences to advertise products and engage and share information.
This shift makes us wonder as users and consumers: How will
changes in social media affect marketing usage and experiences on
social media platforms in the future?
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In 2013, we saw an outstanding
growth of users on social media.
Since 2011, Facebook has grown
from 600 million to 800 million users;
LinkedIn from 119 million to 238
million; and Twitter from 200 million
to 500 million. Ask any person
over the age of ten about social
media, and almost all will mention
Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn. As
established social media platforms,
the continued growth of these three
is no longer due to the novelty of
new technology, but because these
well-established platforms have
developed necessary purposes for
their users.

a brand’s return on investment in
social media is no longer solely
calculated by the sum of “likes” but
instead by a complex formula.
Facebook is now capitalizing on
this continually updating algorithm
of product marketing, forcing
businesses to pay for visibility. Social
media platform owners have an
opportunity to increase their revenue
streams by pressuring businesses to
invest more financially in their social
media presence. Such developments
have resulted in job creation as
larger companies invest in social
media strategists, attempting to
capitalize on their social media
presence and branding. Such jobs
will continue to change and expand
as key performance indicators leap
beyond simply generating “likes” for
their clients.

Social media now presents
purposeful usage and has opened
the door for amazing marketing
oppor tunities. This move from
novelty to purpose is transporting
social media to a whole new arena
–— one to pay attention to in the
coming few years.

The increasing challenge for businesses
to have a well-developed social media
strategy comes from the fact that
consumers have less time. Consumers
are experiencing content overload,
and with limited time to consume it,
they are forced to pick the content that
directly matches their interest, using
title scanning, recommendations,
and “likes” by friends to determine
which content is worth their time. With
consumers becoming more selective
about the content they consume from
social media, it falls on marketers
to keep up with the latest trends,
predict what content will go viral, and
better capture their target consumers’
attention.

Many companies use social media
as a marketing tool, building fans
and followers for their brands.
Businesses—small businesses
in par ticular—have gravitated
towards social media platforms as
a marketing tool because it is an
affordable means to generate leads
and promote their brand. With the
increase of social media users,
however, social media as a marketing
tool has become less about how
many overall “likes” are generated,
and more focused on the quality
of those “likes.” In other words,
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Content clutter makes it
difficult for consumers to
notice and remember a brand’s
message. Businesses need
a lot of creativity to counter
this effect through message
development and tools.

From Content Creation to Content
Consumption

Social media has experienced rapid
and dramatic changes since its first
appearance. Social media engagement
is the oppor tunity to understand
consumers’ needs and offer assistance
to improve the experience. At the same
time it is clear that the importance of
content strategy is increasing. Brands
are aware that they need their own
original content to disseminate better
on social media channels—to “go
viral” and get noticed. Ultimately, social
media creates a real-time path to target
audiences and a community in which
brands interact with consumers.

At the same time, social media has
become more and more a resource
for information. Facebook and Twitter
newsfeeds are gradually filling up
with shared articles and pages rather
than friends’ statuses about walking
their dog. Newsfeeds are also filling
up with suggestions for media, pages
to “like” and products to buy—all
recommendations based on friends’
“likes” and is perhaps an indicator
that Facebook’s utility will increase for
brands and decrease for individuals.
The focus then, becomes on brands
creating content that is most likely to
be shared rather than focusing on the
volume of content creation (i.e., actual
number of posts).

What remains to be seen is how
businesses and their marketing
departments will adapt to the everchanging environment of social
media, and how such adaptation will
fit into rapidly moving technological
advancements.

Facebook, as a leader in social media,
may set the model of our social future
once again. With Facebook’s two
newest and biggest purchases—
Instagram and WhatsApp, which both
fit into a mobile trajectory—new and
different channels for marketing and
revenue have the potential to open
up. Such changes in social media and
marketing is promising for Facebook
and exciting for users, but presents
yet another dilemma for companies
as they budget and plan for marketing
strategies via social media.

Sa’d Abdel Hadi is the founder and
CEO of Al Nasher Technical Services
Est., a vehicle for regional development
and growth in the fields of publishing,
graphic design, PR, outreach, and
social media. He is an electrical
engineer with more than 30 years of
experience in business development,
management, and consulting. He is
also Vice Chairman of the Welfare
Association and Vice Chairman of
Jordan Computer Society.
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A Social
Media
Battleground

by Hassan Jaddeh
he story of the hashtag, #BringBackOurBoys summarizes the media
battle of social media in Palestine. It was introduced by Israelis,
following the disappearance of three Israeli settlers near Hebron (an
occupied Palestinian city to the south of the West Bank). Israelis tried to
gain sympathy from the world by utilizing social media and mimicking
the online global campaign when 230 girls were kidnapped in Nigeria
by a terrorist group called “Boko Haram”. The crisis of the kidnappings
was reflected in social media with the hashtag #BringBackOurGirls.
Politicians, artists, celebrities, and public figures participated in this
campaign to advocate for their release.
The Israeli hashtag took advantage of the momentum of the Nigerian
one. Israelis published thousands of images and posts talking about
the missing settlers, their lives, their parents, and calling for more
effort in searching for them. Further alluding to the earlier campaign,
Israel’s First Lady imitated Michelle Obama by posing for a photo
with the hashtag
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Twitter screenshot for the hashtag #BringBackOurBoys

Upper photo: US First Lady Michelle Obama showing
support for 230 girls kidnapped in Nigeria using the hashtag
#BringBackOurGirls.
Lower photo: Israel’s First Lady Sara Netanyahu joining the Israeli
campaign to find three settlers who had disappeared.

This Israeli campaign, however, was
intercepted by Palestinians and ProPalestinian social media activists,
simply by including the same hashtag
in posts and images that expose
Israeli human rights violations toward
Palestinian children, including those
who are imprisoned. Anyone can
join this media battle by posting to
Facebook, Twitter or Google+ using
#BringBackOurBoys.

are more than 1.5 millioni Palestinian
Facebook users in the West Bank
and Gaza, which is more than 33%
of the population. Palestine in ranked
eighth among Arab countries for the
highest percentage of Facebook
users.ii
• Teens and young adults are the main
consumers of social media. Youth
ages 13-17 account for 20% of
Facebook users in Palestine, while
young adults are 55%.iii

This is just one example of how political
issues frequently dominate the social
media scene in Palestine due to the
ongoing Occupation and the related
human rights violations.

Figures on Social Media in
Palestine

• Of the total Facebook users in
Palestine, 42% are women—one
of the highest rates in female
engagement among Arab countries.
This percentage is comparable to
converging to the global gender ratio
of 46% female and 54% men.iv

• For Palestinians, social media still
revolves around Facebook. There

• 44% of Facebook users have
accessed their accounts through a
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mobile device. This indicates a high
“smartphone” market penetration
among Palestinian youth, enabling
them to act as an individual media
source using mobiles images and
videos.

were inspired by the so-called “Arabic
Spring” popular uprisings, in which
social media played a substantial role
in mobilizing youth, broadcasting news,
and publishing opinions. Energized
with success stories of Arab youth in
Tunisia and Egypt, Palestinian youth
started many Facebook groups, and
pages were established as an attempt
to mobilize youth and represent already
established groups.

• 64% of Palestinian Facebook users
are living in the West Bank, while the
rest (36%) live in Gaza. This ratio is
comparable with the distribution of
the general population in which 40%
lives in Gaza.

Localizing a popular chant of the
uprisings—The people want to topple
the regime—was the trap that these
groups fell into! All other uprisings in the
Arab countries faced a clear regime—a
clear enemy to which all the resistance
to be directed…but not Palestine.

• Twitter is still lagging far behind
Facebook with almost 40,000 v
Palestinian users, yet still growing
exponentially at a high rate. So,
ultimately, Palestinians behaviour on
Facebook summarizes all the social
media trends in Palestine.

Youth became confused between the
tremendous goals for their movements.
A lot of questions appeared like:

Everyone is using social media!

• Should we fight Israel first as the
occupier?

The vast majority of Palestinians believe
in the power of social media, and
some even overestimate it! Other than
entertainment and social connection,
among Palestinians, Facebook is being
used for business, education, social
mobilizing, and politics. As a result,
practices toward social media are
getting more and more mature, both
technically and strategically.

• Should we fight the Palestinian
Authority as a repressive regime?
• What are the actual reasons of
suppression?
• Who is directly responsible for the
current situation?
All the above questions were united
with the different parties’ polarization
among youth, especially “Fateh”,
“Hamas”, and the Leftist parties. The
overall failure of these groups provided
organizers a chance to learn from their
mistakes, which has paved the way
toward more mature activists and
groups.

The most impor tant thing about
social media is how it has provided
a powerful tool of communication
for people—especially youth groups
and individuals—a new space
for expression, discussion, and
broadcasting. Palestinian youth—as a
part of the natural Arabic extension—

Palestinians are now more
conscious than ever before
about social media, more
convinced that it’s a tool rather
than a strategic goal. Statistics
promise a prosperous future
for social media practices
among Palestinians, and
eventually contributing to the
development of many aspects
of Palestinian life.

Success Stories
To be clear, I’m neither pessimist nor
optimist regarding social media in
Palestine. As I’ve said before, social
media in Palestine is still growing. We
are still learning how things should
go with social media, especially
when it comes to social change, the
Occupation, and media relations.
On the positive side, there are success
stories in all aspects of social media
use. Palestinian companies, for
instance, are becoming very aware
of the importance of social media.
Some of them are leading the way
toward providing professional social
media services, others are achieving
advanced advertising plans.
Non-governmental organizations
(NGOs) are taking their first steps

toward utilising social media social
change. It’s worth mentioning here
that Palestinian youth groups preceded
organizations in recruiting activists for
events and campaigns. Youth have
introduced creative initiatives like
“  – رم�ضان يف القد�س غريRamadan in
Jerusalem is Different” which promotes
and visualises daily life in Jerusalem
during the holy Ramadan. “Boycott
–  ”قاطعis a campaign accompanied
the Israeli invasion to Gaza that calls
Palestinians to boycott Israeli markets
and products, especially in Jerusalem
and the West Bank, These are just
two examples of creative initiatives
in which youth have used leveraged
social media.

Keep Posting and Tweeting for
Palestine
Palestine continues to achieve advanced
ranking among Arab and developing
countries in social media consumption
and utilization. Yet, Palestine needs a lot
of organizing and mobilizing toward a
more systematic and mass action—a
burden that falls on the shoulders of
local community centres, academic
references, and governmental planning.
In the meantime, our battle on social
media provides an alternative discourse
to mainstream media and negative
stereotypes so that the world may
listen, understand and believe in the
human rights of the Palestinian people.
Hassan Jaddeh is an entrepreneur and
electrical engineer from Jerusalem,
working currently as a co-founder
and projects manager at Concepts
Technologies (http://concepts.ps), a
Palestinian start-up company working
in the field of interactive solutions and
social media marketing.
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Gaza is
Trending
by Mohammad N. Khayyat

t’s 10:00 p.m. here in Riyadh. I’m sitting in a crowded place full of
football fans preparing for the World Cup semi-final match between
Brazil and Germany. But my heart and mind are in a totally different
place at the moment: Gaza.
I’m focused on Gaza, thanks to all the Palestinians who are actively
showering us with Tweets from the burning land of our beloved home.
Twitter is my new trusted source for news coming out of occupied
Palestine. Many people have developed a habit of turning off TV
channels to listen instead to the voice of everyday people broadcasting
their stories without the brutal censorship laws enforced by
governments and media giants. In the social media world, Twitter is
becoming a crowd-sourced news source where everyone can get the
story from a first-person point of view instead of reading a reporter’s
edited script.
As a Twitter user, it is your responsibility to select your news sources
for a certain event. Following trustworthy people and hashtags
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There are roughly 27,600 Twitter accounts in Palestine—a number
that is on the rise. Twitter has been more valuable than other social
media services for Palestinians to spread news. The use of Twitter
in Gaza—in terms of both the number of Twitter accounts and the
number of Tweets—exceeds that of the West Bank despite Gaza’s
smaller population size in comparison. The long siege of Gaza has
left its people isolated—both socially and emotionally—from other
Palestinians and from the rest of the world. The 140-character Tweets
have become the new voice of Gaza.

as #ZionStandUp, #IsraelUnderFire,
and #IStandWithIsrael.

(which help you track specific topics)
on this active platform is not easy. It
could take you weeks of reviewing
many tweets from one account to
realise if that person is telling the truth,
representing a certain point of view,
or just playing around to get more
followers (audience). There is no stepby-step guide to create your own list of
citizen reporters for any event or cause;
you will have to use your own best
judgement and make these decisions
for yourself.

The images below are from twazzup.
com (an analytics website) for different
hashtags. The first one represents
#GazaUnderAttack showing top
influencers, top photos, top links, and
a live stream of tweets. The second one
represents #ZionStandUp showing the
same information.
The football match is starting now, but
I’m not staying to watch it. I’m driving
back home to follow the hashtags from
Gaza and to spend the night with my
beloved virtual friends. Kudos to you,
Twitter heroes. You carry us to Gaza
to know your reality and to feel the
injustice of our universe.

In Gaza, new media activists are creating
a live coverage stream using hashtags
like #Gaza, #GazaUnderAttack,
#PrayForGaza, #ZionismIsTerrorism,
and many others. Pride, sarcasm,
sorrow, and grief are pouring out from
Gaza’s new ambassadors, putting their
homeland on the top of all trending topics
in this virtual world. On other hand,
opposing hashtags have been created
by Israelis – mostly young teens – such

Mohammad N. Khayyat has 14 years of
experience in information technology,
primarily in the areas of digital marketing,
project management, and applications
development. He’s passionate about
business development and new Arab
start-ups.
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Facebook
Branding: an
Emerging Yet
Critical Trend in
Palestine
By Ahlam Tarayra

s an active Facebook user for more than five years now, I have
been able to see how people, as individuals and groups, have
been utilizing the organic reach on Facebook (FB) to promote
themselves and their businesses. I have, however, also seen
how it is becoming harder for a post to gain exposure in FB
News Feed given that there is now far more content being
published than there is time to absorb it, according to FB
experts and analysts. These observations cannot be
actually seen by everyone on Facebook. I have found
myself several times wishing that an important post had been posted
at a different time of day when more people would see it and engage.
Not everyone can really realize when the right time to post a story
is, or even what the right way to post it is. Marketing and promotion
on Facebook is indeed critical to utilize this giant ubiquitous network
called Facebook.
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In the social media era, Facebook branding is currently used by
various businesses and is actually getting more people involved
since marketers have realized the necessity to be digitally visible.
The question remains, however, as to whether Facebook branding in
Palestine is being done correctly and strategically.

Since Facebook’s rise to popularity
throughout Palestine in the late2000s, marketing specialists have
realized the impor tance for their
organizations to be visible there.
To website developer companies’
chagrin, many organizations—whether
profit-making companies or non-profit
institutions, have relinquished their
website branding to FB branding,
which has consequently affected the
website design and management
industry in Palestine, as reported in
Al-Quds Newspaper’s information
technology index. However, we cannot
be sure that marketing specialists in
Palestine are considering social media
marketing, particularly on Facebook,
as a strategic approach. Therefore,
the trend of FB branding can be only
temporary and is just a symptom of
“Facebook fever.” Recent statistics

from Sharek Youth Forum illustrates
that 1.5 million Palestinians have
accounts on Facebook, and one million
of them are 15-29 years old. Taking
these numbers into account, one can
conclude that FB branding, if integrated
with other tools, would formulate fruitful
efforts, as can be seen through the
successful social media marketing
campaigns that some organizations
and companies have achieved recently.
Facebook marketing, with other online
and offline marketing tools woven into
the mix, can be seen as an efficient and
effective tool that would remarkably
serve organizations developing an
attractive and engaging digital presence
as part of the total customer relationship
management (CRM) efforts. I have
actually attended opening ceremonies
of new businesses, events of local and
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international organizations and also
decided to try restaurants and coffee
shops after seeing adver tisements
only on Facebook. Most of these
adver tisements were organic (i.e.
free content), as I could see them
through other friends’ engagement
on Facebook. Hence, I could hear
about them without being a “liker”
of those particular Facebook pages.
Another interesting thing about FB
marketing that is rarely found in other
marketing tools is the customers’ direct
engagement with the service or product
provider. I see this more often on the
FB pages of consultancy and training
organizations, restaurants and cafés,
and fashion stores. People ask about
the availability of a product/service at
certain times and places, and also give
feedback, whether to other customers
or to the business owners, on a product
or service that they tried.

Although this did not give me enough
reason to “like” his page, it definitely
taught me that paid ads can increase
marketers’ share of the audience on
Facebook.
Since social media marketing in
Palestine is still in the early stages,
and yet to be accepted as a strategic
approach (rather than a passing trend),
now is the time for private sector and
civil society organizations to star t
developing their online marketing
strategies on a solid and sustainable
basis. Developing a solid strategy
requires an organization understands
the core elements to be applied in
order for them to obtain the benefits
of social media marketing. As one of
the three Search Engines Optimization
(SEO) pillars since 2013, social
media marketing is also believed to
be a necessity rather than a luxury
in order for organizations to be in
the loop of the emerging trends in
the marketing industry. Marketers
within organizations quickly realize that
engagement in social media requires a
lot of effort to reach a branded social
presence that can help build word-ofmouth momentum to gain customers,
mentions, and shared links. This
presence can be maintained through
specialized marketing companies that
can help marketers within profit-making
companies, non-profit organizations,
and group or individual businesses to
achieve their online marketing goals.

Nevertheless, the time for Palestinianbased organizations to pay money for
extensive visibility on Facebook is in
fact approaching. While I am not willing
to get involved in the debate of whether
FB branding is less or more expensive
than other traditional marketing tools,
I would highlight the fact that as more
people are joining Facebook and more
pages are being promoted in Palestine,
it is becoming fundamental to sustain
an outstanding digital presence.
I remember the first time I saw an
adver tisement of a FB page for a
Palestinian politician whom I would
never have thought to look up on
Facebook. I could observe the rising
number of people joining his page—
information that was attached to the ad
itself—and when I asked some friends
why they had joined since they have
never been fans of his, they simply said
that since he was paying advertising
money to get us listen to him, we
should at least see what he has to say.

Ahlam Tarayra is an Operations Manager
at Smarts Events and Marketing in
Ramallah after eight years working in
the non-profit sector as a humanitarian
professional. As a blogger on “Modern
Discussion”—a well-known Arabic
regional website that is linked to
Facebook and Twitter pages—Ahlam
has learnt the significance of social
media marketing in the era of the nonstop digital revolution.
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The Good,
the Bad and
the Ugly

By Abed A. Khooli

WERTYUIOP,” or something similar as Ray
Tomlinson recalls, was the first seed of
social media. That was the first email he
sent to himself back in 1971. “Don’t tell
anyone! This isn’t what we’re supposed
to be working on,” he told his colleague.
Of course, Facebook and Twitter were not
around then; it was a real conversation.
Bulletin board systems and Usenet
groups
came out in 1978 and provided the first
platforms for online information exchange while CompuServe picked
Ray’s idea and provided commercial email services. Fast forward
to the early 1990s when the World Wide Web became public,
and web browsers started to show up to navigate new networks
and online communities like America Online (AOL) and Microsoft
Network (MSN). As communities and content consumption became
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As enterprises figured out the impact
of social media, and due to high
demand and the need for infrastructure
and running expenses, social media
platforms soon became prime targets
for investment and business practices:
marketing, commercialization, and
monetization. Advertising online was
already an established business, and
social media was just a new channel.
As Internet connectivity became more
affordable and available, especially
through mobile devices and smar t
phones, social media platforms were
targeted as a means to push branding
and marketing down the throats of
online users.

sizable, major companies and new
entrepreneurs saw the financial light
and new services were developed,
including search engines, free email
services and personal pages, instant
messaging tools, blogging platforms
and crowd-sourced references.
The first known social media platform,
Friendster, was launched in 2002,
followed by Myspace in 2003. The
social media hatchery never stopped
after that. Facebook was born in 2004,
YouTube in 2005, and Twitter in 2006.
Now there are more social media
platforms than you can count on your
fingers.

Social media outlets evolved to become
a major source of gossip and news.
They are free (if you deduct your
advertising value), simple to use, and
available through the widely available
mobile devices. At face value, this looks
great, but it is also a recipe for addiction
and misuse. People of all ages share
personal information (voluntarily, out
of ignorance, or by extortion to unlock

Social media platforms star ted as
a means of communication and
information sharing among relatives,
friends, colleagues, and acquaintances.
People made new friends, exchanged
ideas, interests, preferences, opinions,
and simply helped each other in rather
innocent ways.
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Social media took over 40 years to develop in its current state, yet
it still has a long way to go. Despite its simplicity and popularity,
major challenges and concerns raised by social media are likely to
outweigh its benefits and force it into extinction. As platforms for
communication and information sharing, online communities develop
their own diseases and conflicts, and are not immune to catastrophes.

features) and are usually unaware
of privacy implications. Many users
are unable to keep up with security
settings and preference updates. You
may be able to select your friends,
but you have no control over what
personal information they can reveal
about you. Your old friend, or the one
you befriended in a hurry, may become
your wild enemy and start to blackmail
you. Someone posing as an entity you
trust could end up stealing your money,
exposing your private life, or affecting
your perceptions, attitudes, and public
opinion. Some users were even used as
guinea pigs for emotional experiments,
Facebook revealed recently.

identity but that is mere deception.
Your friends tag your pictures and your
whereabouts; the timeline update you
publish, the Tweet you send and the
picture you upload reveal a lot about
you — including your exact location,
especially if you are using a smart
device. You may volunteer some or
all data in exchange for promised
gifts, or a free game, or simply “better
customer service” (read: surveillance).
You might rationalise this by saying you
have nothing to hide, but this is very
simplistic. Imagine that boasting about
your next vacation on Instagram could
become an open invitation for a thief
to break into your house while you are
enjoying the beach. Your social life or
your relationships could evaporate due
to an insignificant conflict originating
from social media that grows into
something much bigger.

Privacy is the main concern when it
comes to social media usage. Large
entities (commercial and security)
store social media information and
use it to profile, analyse, and data mine
social activity. You may try to hide your

Social republics and kingdoms have
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are fought by all sides of conflicts,
and social media outlets are used to
spread rumours, send messages,
and rally supporters using traditional
tactics in digital format. The first social
media world war is already waging in
full swing.

large online populations, and multiple
citizenships are allowed. Facebook
is probably the largest with over
1.2 billion. It should be pointed out,
however, that many users (on every
social media outlet) are inactive,
unreal, duplicate (“social bacteria”),
generated by bots, or posing as false
identities and fake profiles. These may
interact with your business to cover
fraudulent activities, decreasing your
visibility and forcing you to spend
more on advertising, and your money
could be eaten by click farms or fake
accounts in a viscous circle depleting
your resources. Of course, marketing
agents will convince you that their
targeting is precise!

To be able to get the benefits of social
media while avoiding the evil, we have
to look at technology from the right
perspective: as a means, not an end.
If you say or do something that could
be embarrassing for you one day, or
that could affect your chances to land
a job or establish a relationship, you
probably should not do it at all. There
is nothing private or restricted in the
social media space. Kids and teenagers
require education, advice, guidance,
and mentoring. If you do not know who
your kids befriend, what games they
play, and what groups they are active
in, you may be looking at a recipe for
disaster. Addiction itself is a big issue.

Social activism has become a trend
recently. It did not stop with people
advancing a certain cause, working
for a social campaign, defending their
beliefs, or supporting a brand or sports
team. Starting with the Arab Spring
(or any season), social media was
the backdrop of the struggle. Activists
used it not only for communication and
coordination, but also as an alternative
to mainstream media. With people
on the ground, in the streets, and in
the squares, trending social media
hashtags (specific keywords and
phrases) were utilized to gain support
and counter mainstream media. Recent
examples include: Egypt over the past
year; the attack on Gaza (current as of
this writing); and the recent branding
of ISIS (now Islamic State) in Iraq and
Syria. These days, social media wars

Social media is still evolving and
becoming more anti-social. Not only did
it digitize real life and increase physical
isolation, but it has become a source of
destruction and mischief. The perfect
social media platform has yet to be
developed, and popular platforms may
become extinct – remember Myspace?
Abed A. Khooli is the founder of
EzyDiscount (location-aware offers
and discounts platform with full privacy
- www.ezydiscount.com). He can be
reached at abedkhooli@gmail.com or
via @EzyDiscount on Twitter.
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Taghyeer
for Social
Media:

“Changing reality into a better one”

courtesy of Taghyeer

sraelis have a horrible product but they spend a lot of time in
marketing, and they succeed, whereas the Palestinians have a
really good product, but invest nothing in selling it.”
The above quotation comes from an anonymous Palestinian
official in The Economist’s article, “The battle for public relations”
(23 March 2005).
Palestinians have never been very PR-savvy, which has become
more apparent since social media platforms ascended, such
as LinkedIn in 2003, Twitter in 2005, and Instagram in 2010.
Unfortunately, several years later, the PR challenge continues
in Palestine. Even though there is a high percentage of the
population that uses and possesses accounts on these social
media platforms, the Palestinian messaging and imaging
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currently being amplified most by
the media consists of mostly twisted
“facts” and negative images.

that it was nominated for a “Hult
Prize” in 2014 and competed for the
million-dollar prize up against 10,000
entries from 150 countries around the
world. Taghyeer was very pleased to
be invited to London as one of the 40
semi-finalists. Although we didn’t win
the big prize, getting that far in a highlycompetitive contest was the recognition
Taghyeer was seeking to represent
Palestinian innovation. Additionally
the networking and connections with
people from countries across the globe
were also worthwhile.

This is why Taghyeer for Social
Media was established. Taghyeer—
which means “change” in English—
is a unique and unprecedented
nongovernmental organization, which
seeks to encourage freedom of speech
and advocacy, through innovative,
successful, and efficient multimedia
and social media outputs. Why is it
unique and unprecedented? Whereas
a typical organization goes through
a hiring and recruiting process, in
Taghyeer’s case, each distinguished
team member joins voluntarily along
the way through the establishment
process. Our members are diversified
in expertise and backgrounds, united
by a shared goal: Taghyeering reality
into a better one.

Taghyeer is committed to using
technology to benefit the public in the
Palestinian territories. Taghyeer’s vision
is to provide a haven for youth where
they can come and create innovative
multimedia output. Taghyeer also aims
to contribute in Palestine to elevate its
global image in a more sophisticated
approach towards nation-branding.
Such an approach will take Palestine
to a whole new level in social media,
because in today’s world, in order
to have Palestine as an independent
country, first there needs to be a solid
Palestine “brand” through social media
platforms, which goes beyond simply
chatting and posting status updates!

All of these distinctive individuals
have “huddled” together to brainstorm
breakthrough ideas for Taghyeer for
Social Media. The YouKnow campaign
is a strong example. YouKnow was
Taghyeer’s first initiative within the
Palestinian Territories, emphasizing the
rights of Palestinian people, particularly
educating journalists about the right to
access information and knowledge,
with the hope of a positive impact in the
future. The initiative was so engaging

Visit the Taghyeer for Social Media
webpage (www.taghyeer.ps) and check
out the change we are striving for!
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Dearest friends -

PERSONALITY
OF THE MONTH

The last night was extreme. The
“ground invasion” of Gaza resulted in
scores and carloads with maimed, torn
apart, bleeding, shivering, dying - all
sorts of injured Palestinians, all ages,
all civilians, all innocent.

Dr. Mads Gilbert

A tribute by the TWiP Collective
“I am not the hero. It’s the people of
Gaza and particularly the patients at
Al-Shifa Hospital who are the heroes.”

Photo by Oeystein Hermstad.

A name and a face the people of Gaza
and all of Palestine have come to know
very well over the past few years. A
face many of them still remember,
along with kind and assuring words
in their hours of highest need. This
man is an example of what medicine
and medical professionals are about;
aspiring to show the most honourable
side of what a human being is supposed
to be and do.

languages, including Arabic. The
second edition, published in 2012,
includes a powerful foreword by the
American linguist and philosopher
Noam Chomsky. The book was an
immediate hit and became a bestseller
in Norway.
Dr. Gilber t is not just a solidarity
enthusiast, he’s also a brilliant
physician. He once achieved what
was later defined as a “medical miracle”
by reviving a clinically dead patient.
The patient was trapped for more than
an hour in icy water and it was the
dedication of Dr. Gilbert that revived
her from imminent death. This shows
a delicate and important link between
being good at what you do and aspiring
to make a difference in this world.

For those who don’t know him, Mads
Gilbert is a Norwegian doctor who has
time and time again refused to stay in
his safe workplace at the University
of Tromsø in Norway. Instead, he has
travelled back and forth several times
to aid in the continuing crisis in Gaza.
Fortunately, Dr. Gilbert has not been
alone all along. Until very recently, he
was joined by Dr. Erik Fosse, another
Norwegian doctor who worked with
Dr. Gilber t in Al-Shifa Hospital in
2009. Gilbert and Fosse both arrived
on emergency assignment for the
Norwegian Aid Committee (NORWAC)
to help at Al-Shifa Hospital during the
Israeli massacres in Gaza in 2008-2009
(“Operation Cast Lead”), during which
even foreign journalists were barred
from entering the Gaza Strip.

It’s also thanks to Dr. Gilbert’s political
efforts—which in his opinion goes
hand in hand with medicine—that
Tromsø became a sister city to Gaza.
This bond shows a different political
perspective than Norway’s role in
setting the scene for the now-obsolete
Oslo Accords.
Dr. Gilbert wrote a very passionate letter
out of a moment of despair in one of
the darkest nights in the recent horrific
nights in Gaza. It has since been shared
widely on social media.

They co-authored the book Eyes on
Gaza, which was translated into eight
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the hummers), and the cluttering
Apaches. So much made and paid in
and by US.
What we found most devastating was
when Dr. Gilbert addressed the US
President Barack Obama. We know
that Obama is a war criminal and his
hands are definitely soaked with Gaza’s
children blood. Even so, Dr. Gilbert does
not fail to try and reach the human side
in each of us and makes a last call
out for what is left of a very shattered
soul—even the US President who is
aiding Israel unconditionally in its ongoing massacres:

The heroes in the ambulances and
in all of Gaza’s hospitals are working
12-24hrs shifts, grey from fatigue and
inhuman workloads (without payment
all in Shifa for the last 4 months), they
care, triage, try to understand the
incomprehensible chaos of bodies,
sizes, limbs, walking, not walking,
breathing, not breathing, bleeding, not
bleeding humans. HUMANS!

Mr. Obama - do you have a heart?
I invite you - spend one night - just one
night - with us in Shifa. Disguised as a
cleaner, maybe.

Now, once more treated like animals
by “the most moral army in the world”
(sic!).

I am convinced, 100%, it would change
history.

Dr. Gilbert goes on to describe his
experiences in Al-Shifa Hospital in
Gaza, and as difficult as it may be, he
does not fail to keep his professional
analysis of the situation. He provides
us with numbers and facts that we can
use to face the Israeli propaganda that
means to undermine the Palestinian
human value and distort what happens
on the ground:

Nobody with a heart AND power could
ever walk away from a night in Shifa
without being determined to end the
slaughter of the Palestinian people.
But the heartless and merciless have
done their calculations and planned
another “dahyia” [victim] onslaught
on Gaza.
The rivers of blood will keep running
the coming night. I can hear they have
tuned their instruments of death.

More than 100 cases came to Shifa
last 24 hrs. enough for a large well
trained hospital with everything, but
here - almost nothing: electricity,
water, disposables, drugs, OR-tables,
instruments, monitors - all rusted and
as if taken from museums of yesterdays
hospitals. But they do not complain,
these heroes. They get on with it, like
warriors, head on, enormous resolute.

Please. Do what you can. This, THIS
cannot continue.
Mads
Gaza, Occupied Palestine
At TWiP, we didn’t want to miss
the chance to salute the tireless
commitment of Dr. Gilbert, Dr. Fosse
and all the medical staff in the hospitals
in Gaza. It’s the work of humble and
egoless souls that makes life—with
all its miseries—a bit more bearable.

And then, just now, the orchestra of the
Israeli war-machine starts its gruesome
symphony again, just now: salvos of
artillery from the navy boats just down
on the shores, the roaring F16, the
sickening drones (Arabic ‘Zennanis’,

May our innocents in Gaza rest in
peace.
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BOOK
OF THE MONTH
The Book of Gaza
A City in Short Fiction
By Atef Abu Seif, Editor
Comma Press, 2014, 224 pages, $15.99
The stories are strikingly vivid, detailed
and emotionally expressive. The voices
are eloquent, and the personalities
are engaging. Overall the stories are
pleasurable to read and impossible to
detach from.

Reviewed by Mahmoud Muna, The
Educational Bookshop, Jerusalem
It is refreshing to see more literature
coming from Gaza, the most devastated
piece of land in the Middle East. This
inspiring, well-written, and well-translated
collection of ten stories offers the best
possible view of life in Gaza, far beyond
the usual headlines.

Furthermore, The Book of Gaza contains
some of the bravest women’s writings
about their lives in Gaza and the wider
Arab world. Issues of sex, lust, and
self-admiration are just a few examples
of what has been considered taboo for a
long time, but have finally and fearlessly
been explored in this book.

This anthology is written by some of
the pioneers of the Gazan short story
writing of the 1970s and 1980s. Back
then, Gaza was famous for bringing out
the best of Palestinian short stories. This
writing form was rapidly developing and
getting popular day by day. Writers found
this as a way to overcome printing and
publishing restrictions imposed by the
Israeli Occupation forces.

“What if I could decide what I
wanted? At thirty-three, what do
I fear? In five or ten years time I
will have used up any wealth I’ve
accumulated, without ever having
tried to save anything, or without
ever wondering how I might make
the most of all those people who
practice love, in their own way,
on me… Love? That’s something
we practice without responsibility
here, with unrivalled heedlessness.

The authors range from highly acclaimed
writers t o e x c i t i ng ne w v oi ce s .
Contributors include the “Father of the
Palestinian” short story, Zaki Al Ela, as
well as a new generation of young women
bloggers and activists, such as Mona Abu
Sharekh and Najla Attalah.

At this moment, when the world’s eyes
are turning to yet another humanitarian
crisis in Gaza, I am very happy to review
an anthology of stories by writers from
the world’s most concentrated urban
city. Published by Comma Press in the
UK last month, this book shows how in
such cities people continue to love and
hate, how they are filled with desires and
wracked with concerns. Just like any
other city in the world, the city of Gaza is
fighting for normalcy.

The stories themselves range in topics,
although it is clear how the writers
intended to avoid writing about the
Occupation. Instead, they turned to
themes like self-realization, critical
reflections on the past, the desire to travel,
social conflict, love and relationships,
and past social constraints that have
now disappeared. These writings, and
through their critical lens on society, are
crucial for understanding the different
layers of society in Gaza, daily life, social
constraints, and political hardships.

Reviewed by Mahmoud Muna
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ARTIST
OF THE MONTH
Rana Khoury &
Darwish Darwish
Interviewed by Ahmad Damen
The musical duo, Rana of Haifa and
Darwish of Rameh, were joined together
by their passion for music and their love
and bond of marriage. Their official start
was in 2004 when they formed their
band, “Junoon” (craziness in Arabic).

suggested they do a song together. It
was the first time Darwish composed
a song especially for Rana, but it was
not the last.

Rana started singing as a child and
found suppor t and encouragement
from her family. She went on to study
music at the University of Haifa and
later became a vocal training teacher
for passionate students.

They recently star ted to work on
combining the vocal talents of Rana
with compositions by Darwish to
create a fusion between the two. In
these compositions Rana’s voice
is integrated as if it were a musical
instrument, adding its own timbre to the
overall ensemble. This fusion approach
is different from the usual Eastern
song arrangement where the musical
instruments are a means to express
a melody designed to accompany the
song lyrics. Both Darwish and Rana
contributed to the development of their
musical relationship to come up with
their own unique style.

Darwish also grew up in a musical family
with a father who was a musician. He
was surrounded by music and musical
instruments and decided to learn to
play the oud at a young age and then
to study oud formally in Jerusalem.
Darwish was awarded first prize at an
international competition at the Cairo
Opera House.
Being in the same business, Rana and
Darwish had heard each other’s names,
but they didn’t meet until a mutual friend

The musical duo was interested
particularly in Eastern melodies and
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world and perform the best way I can.

singing varieties. They have performed
in a variety of Arabic classical musical
styles: Palestinian, Algerian, Moroccan,
Iraqi, Lebanese, and Egyptian. In their
collaborative work, Rah Nib’a Sawa
(“We will stay together”) they were
joined by 20 other musicians in addition
to special appearances by collaborating
dancers and singers. They have already
performed this new show in Haifa
and Nazareth. They were planning a
concert in Jerusalem this August at
the Palestinian Music Festival, but the
festival was cancelled abruptly due to
the recent instability caused by Israeli
settlers.

“I’m usually proud of what I do on stage,
but I don’t forget to be artistically critical
of my performance. The best feeling
ever is to get favourable reactions from
the audience and to feel their love and
support. They are the reason I continue
in this profession.”
The musical couple does not think that
the Western culture invasion of our
music is necessarily a bad thing. They
want to search for new forms that are
not limited by the traditional mould.
They embrace and trust that their
approach will leave a unique impression
on the development of contemporary
Eastern musical styles.

The young musicians don’t want to
deviate too far from the mainstream
tastes and the music that audiences
are accustomed to. They are striving
to find the balance between satisfying
mainstream tastes, which is greatly
influenced by Western culture, and
still preserving the melodic attributes
of Eastern music.
When asked about what goes through
her mind when she is on stage, Rana
commented: “In the first few seconds
I feel anxious and worried. I’m standing
on stage facing an audience, unaware
of their musical tastes. I have no clue
beforehand if what I’m about to sing will
please them or not. I’m overwhelmed
by all these worries until I finally decide
to let go and withdraw to my personal
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Where to Go?

GAZA

Gaza has been portrayed in the media as a place of death, night raids and misery.
The innocent civilians became numbers we add up. They bombard us with horrible
photos until the sight of blood and dead innocents is not viewed anymore as the
disaster beyond any reason it’s supposed to be.
But the most vivid memories of Gaza remains its beautiful sandy beach, its great
people and outstanding history.
In Gaza there is a lot of beauty.
YES, BEAUTY! That’s what This Week in Palestine wants to tell and remember
about this part of Palestine.

Photo by Mohammad Zarandah.
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Photo by George Azar.
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Photo by Mohammad Zarandah.

Photo by Jihad Shurafi.

Photo by Garo Nalbandian.
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EAST JERUSALEM (02)

Sunday 24
19:00 The Snows of Kilimanjaro screening
in French with Arab subtitles. French German
Cultural Center
Tuesday 26
19:00 A House in Berlin Screening in German
with English Subtitles & Introduction by Adania
Shibli, French German Cultural Center

SPECIAL EVENTS
Wednesday 13
19:00 Photography Exhibition, Ceiling Paintings
in Notable Palestinian Mansions by Issa Freij
Closing exhibition 12 September. Al Ma’mal

BETHLEHEM (02)

RAMALLAH and AL-BIREH (02)

ART
Monday 18
19:00 Cinema Filistin Exhibition by Julius
Matuschik, Sakakini Cultural Center
Wednesday 20
18:30 The Frontier screening, French German
Cultural Center

ART
Saturday 16
18:00 Art Exhibition, Kareem Dabbah
Mahmmoud Darwish Museum
Thursday 28
18:00 Art Exhibition, Areej Lawn
Mahmoud Darwish Exhibition
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JENIN (04)

Palestinian Group for the Revival of Popular
Heritage

Cinema Jenin

Telefax: 274 7945

Tel: 250 2642, 250 2455
info@cinemajenin.org, www.cinemajenin.org

Palestinian Heritage Center

Telefax: 274 2381, 274 2642
mahasaca@palestinianheritagecenter.com
www.phc.ps

EAST JERUSALEM (02)

The Edward Said National Conservatory of
Music

Al Ma’mal LAB

Tel: 534 6837, almamal.lab@gmail.com

Tel: 627 1711, Fax: 627 1710
info@ncm.birzeit.edu, ncm.birzeit.edu

Al-Jawal Theatre Group

The Magnificat Intstitute

Telefax: 628 0655

Tel: 626 6609, Fax: 626 6701
magnificat@custodia.org
www.magnificatinstitute.org

Al-Ma’mal Foundation for Contemporary Art
Tel: 628 3457, Fax: 627 2312
info@almamalfoundation.org
www.almamalfoundation.org

Theatre Day Productions

Tel: 585 4513, Fax: 583 4233
tdp@theatreday.org, www.theatreday.org

Alruwah Theatre

Turkish Cultural Centre

Tel: 626 2626, alruwahtheatre2000@yahoo.com

Tel: 591 0530/1, Fax: 532 3310
kudustur@netvision.net.il, www.kudusbk.com

Al-Urmawi Centre for Mashreq Music
Tel: 234 2005, Fax: 234 2004
info@urmawi.org, www.urmawi.org

America House

Tel: 628 2456, Fax: 628 2454
www.uscongen-jerusalem.org

Ashtar for Theatre Productions & Training

Telefax: 582 7218
info@ashtar-theatre.org, www.ashtar-theatre.org

British Council

Tel: 626 7111, Fax: 628 3021
information@ps.britishcouncil.org
www.britishcouncil.org/ps

Tel: 274 3071, Fax: 276 7446
tnations@p-ol.com, www.tentofnations.org

French Cultural Centre

Bethlehem Academy of Music/ Bethlehem Music
Society
Tel: 277 7141, Fax: 277 7142

Bethlehem Peace Center

Tel: 276 6677, Fax: 276 4670
info@peacenter.org, www.peacenter.org

Catholic Action Cultural Center
Tel: 274 3277, Fax 274 2939
info@ca-b.org, www.ca-b.org

Palestinian Art Court - Al Hoash

Telefax: 627 3501
info@alhoashgallery.org, www.alhoashgallary.org

Centre for Cultural Heritage Preservation
Tel: 276 6244, Fax: 276 6241
info@cchp.ps, www.cchp.ps

Palestinian National Theatre

Tel: 628 0957, Fax: 627 6293, info@pnt-pal.org

Environmental Education Center

Sabreen Association for Artistic Development

Tel: 276 5574, eec@p-ol.com, www.eecp.org

Tel: 622 7170, JerusalemAmericaHouse@state.gov
www.jerusalem.usconsulate.gov
www.facebook.com/USConGenJerusalem

Sanabel Culture & Arts Theatre
Tel: 671 4338, Fax: 673 0993
sanabeltheatre@yahoo.com

The Bookshop at the American Colony Hotel

Al-Mada Music Therapy Center

Tel: 241 3196, Fax: 241 3197
info@al-mada.ps, www.al-mada.ps

Tel: 228 3663, nader@duramun.org
www.duramun.org

Al-Rahhalah Theatre

AMIDEAST

Telefax: 298 8091, alrahhalah@hotmail.com

Tel: 221 3301/2/3/4, Fax: 221 3305
Mob: 0599 097 531

Al-Rua’a Publishing House

Tel: 296 1613, Fax: 197 1265, Mob: 0599 259 874
akel.nichola@gmail.com

France-Hebron Association for Cultural
Exchanges

Amideast

Tel: 222 4811
info@hebron-france.org, wwww.hebron-france.org

Tel: 240 8023, Fax: 240 8017
westbank-gaza@amideast.org, www.amideast.org

Hebron Rehabilitation Committee

ArtSchool Palestine

Telfax: 225 5640, 222 6993/4

Tel: 295 9837, info@artschoolpalestine.com
www.artschoolpalestine.com

Palestinian Child Arts Center (PCAC)
Tel: 222 4813, Fax: 222 0855
pcac@hotmail.com, www.pcac.net

Ashtar for Theatre Production

Tel: 298 0037, Fax: 296 0326
info@ashtar-theatre.org, www.ashtar-theatre.org

The International Palestinian Youth League (IPYL)
Tel:222 9131, Fax: 229 0652
itv@ipyl.org, www.ipyl.org

Baladna Cultural Center
Telfax: 295 8435

Yes Theater

BirZeit Ethnographic and Art Museum

Telefax: 229 1559,
www.yestheatre.org, info@yestheatre.org

International Centre of Bethlehem-Dar Annadwa

Jericho Community Centre

Tel: 277 0047, Fax: 277 0048
info@diyar.ps, www.diyar.ps

Telefax: 232 5007

ITIP Center “Italian Tourist Information Point”

Telefax: 232 1047

Nativity Stationary Library

Tel: 297 3101
info@alkamandjati.com, www.alkamandjati.com

Dura Cultural Martyrs Center

JERICHO (02)

Telefax: 276 0411, itipcenter@yahoo.com

Tel: 627 9731, Fax: 627 9779
bookshop.americancolony@gmail.com
www. americancolony.com

Al-Kamandjâti Association

Children Happiness Center

Inad Centre for Theatre and Arts

Telefax: 276 6263, www.inadtheater.com

Tel: 296 5292/3, Fax: 296 5294
info@alkasaba.org, www.alkasaba.org

British Council- Palestine Polytechnic University

Beit Jala Community-Based Learning and Action
Center
Tel: 277 7863

Al Kasaba Theatre and Cinematheque

Telefax: 222 4545, tdphebron@alqudsnet.com

Badil Centre
Tel: 277 7086

Tel: 296 0544, Fax: 298 4886
info@qattanfoundation.org
www.qattanfoundation.org

Beit Et Tifl Compound

El-Hakawati Theatre Company

TeleFax: 628 1377, Melia@bezeqint.net
www.meliaartandtrainingcenter.com

Tel: 233 2084, Fax: 234 5325
info@nablusculture.ps, www.nablusculture.ps

A. M. Qattan Foundation

Mob: 0597 524 524, 0599 679 492, 0503 313 136
artasfc@hotmail.com

Melia Art Center

Nablus The Culture

Tel: 256 0280, sanabelssc@yahoo.com
www.sanabl.org, www.sanabl.ps

Artas Folklore Center

Tel: 627 4774, Fax: 656 2469, mkurd@yahoo.com

Tel: 238 5914, Fax: 238 7593
ccfnaplouse@consulfrance-jerusalem.org

Al Sanabl Centre for Studies and Heritage

Tel: 627 5858, Fax: 628 0814
info@educationalbookshop.com
www.educationalbookshop.com

Jerusalem Centre for Arabic Music

French Cultural Centre

Tel: 274 1241, Fax: 274 4440
pdaoud@bethlehem.edu, www.bethlehem.edu

Telefax: 229 9545, children_hc@yahoo.com

Telefax: 581 8232, isaaf@alqudsnet.com

Tel. 237 2863, Fax. 237 8275
arafatn24@yahoo.com

RAMALLAH AND AL-BIREH (02)

Tel: 274 4030, www.aeicenter.org

Issaf Nashashibi Center for Culture & Literature

Cultural Heritage Enrichment Center

The Higher Institute of Music

Arab Educational Institute (AEI)-Open Windows

Tel: 628 2451 / 626 2236, Fax: 628 4324
ccfjeru@consulfrance-jerusalem.org

Tel: 238 6290, Fax: 239 7518
nutaleb@hotmail.com, www.nutaleb.cjb.net

Telefax: 274 8726
info@ncm.birzeit.edu, www.birzeit.edu/music

Telefax: 229 3717, information@ps.britishcouncil.org
www.britsishcouncil.org.ps

Tel: 583 8836, Mobile: 0545 835 268
f.abousalem@gmail.com, www.el-hakawati.org

Cultural Centre for Child Development

The Edward Said National Conservatory of
Music

HEBRON (02)

Telefax: 277 2024, marie_musslam@yahoo.com

Educational Bookshop

Telefax: 237 5950
information@ps.britishcouncil.org
www.britishcoumcil.org/ps

BETHLEHEM (02)

Anat Palestinian Folk & Craft Center

Tel: 627 3352, Fax: 627 4547, www.cac.alquds.edu

British Council- Al Najah University

Tent of Nations

Al-Harah Theatre

Telefax: 275 0777, afbeth@p-ol.com

Community Action Centre (CAC)

NABLUS (09)

Tel: 275 0091, Fax: 275 0092
sabreen@sabreen.org, www.sabreen.org

Yabous Cultural Center

Alliance Française de Bethléem

Tel: 628 7517, cjs@planet.edu
www.jerusalem-studies.alquds.edu

Tel: 250 3345, info@thefreedomtheatre.org

Sabreen Association for Artistic Development

Turathuna - Centre for Palestinian Heritage
(B.Uni.)

Telefax: 276 7758, alharahtheater@yahoo.com
info@alharah.org, www.alharah.org

Centre for Jerusalem Studies/Al-Quds University

The Freedom Theatre/Jenin Refugee Camp

Tel: 277 7863

Telefax: 275 2492, highiom@hotmail.com
www.thehigherinstituteofmusic.ps

Tel: 626 1045; Fax: 626 1372
yabous@yabous.org, www.yabous.org

Telfax: 250 4773
center@hakoura-jenin.ps, www.hakoura-jenin.ps

Relief International - Schools Online
Bethlehem Community-Based Learning and
Action Center

Wujoud Museum

Tel: 626 0916, www.wujoud.org, info@wujoud.org

Hakoura Center

Tel. 298 2976, www.virtualgallery.birzeit.edu

British Council

Tel: 296 3293-6, Fax: 296 3297
information@ps.britishcouncil.org
www.britishcouncil.org/ps

Carmel Cultural Foundation
Tel: 298 7375, Fax: 298 7374

Jericho Culture & Art Center

Dar Zahran Heritage Building

Telfax: 296 3470, Mob: 0599 511 800
info@darzahran.org, www.darzahran.org

Municipality Theatre

Tel: 232 2417, Fax: 232 2604

Mob: 0598 950 447
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El-Funoun Dance Troupe

Sharek Youth Forum

Franco-German Cultural Centre Ramallah

Shashat

Gallery One

Tamer Institute for Community Education

Tel: 240 2853, Fax: 240 2851
info@el-funoun.org, www.el-funoun.org

Tel: 296 7741, Fax: 296 7742
info@sharek.ps, www.sharek.ps

Tel: 298 1922 / 7727, Fax: 298 1923
info@ccf-goethe.org, www.ccf-goethe-ramallah.org

Tel: 297 3336, Fax: 297 3338
info@shashat.org, www.shashat.org

Tel: 298 9181, info@galleryone.ps

Tel: 298 6121/ 2, Fax: 298 8160
tamer@palnet.com, www.tamerinst.org

Greek Cultural Centre - “Macedonia”
Telefax: 298 1736/ 298 0546
makdonia@palnet.com

The Danish House in Palestine (DHIP)

In’ash Al-Usra Society- Center for Heritage &
Folklore Studies

The Edward Said National Conservatory of
Music

International Academy of Arts

The Palestinian Circus School

TeleFax: 298 8457, info@dhip.ps, www.dhip.ps

Tel: 240 1123 / 240 2876, Telefax: 240 1544
usra@palnet.com, www.inash.org

Tel: 295 9070, Fax: 295 9071
info@ncm.birzeit.edu, www.birzeit.edu/music

Tel: 296 7601, info@artacademy.ps

Tel: 0545 - 671 911, 0599 - 926 107
www.palcircus.ps, info@ palcircus.ps

Khalil Sakakini Cultural Center

The Palestinian Network of Art Centres

Tel: 298 7374, Fax: 296 6820
sakakini@sakakini.org, www.sakakini.org

Tel: 298 0036, 296 4348/9, Fax: 296 0326
iman_aoun@yahoo.com

Mahmud Darwish Foundation and Museum
Tel: 295 2808, Fax: 295 2809
Info@darwishfoundation.org
www.darwishfoundation.org

The Spanish Cultural Center

Manar Cultural Center

Telefax: 296 7654, yaf@palnet.com

Tel. 295 0893, chp@panoramacenter.org

Young Artist Forum

Tel: 295 7937, Fax: 298 7598

GAZA STRIP (08)

Mazra’a Qibliyeh Heritage and Tourism Centre
Telefax: 281 5825, mazraaheritage@yahoo.com
www.geocities.com/mazraaheritage/

Al-Qattan Centre for the Child

Tel: 283 9929, Fax: 283 9949
reem@qcc.qattanfoundation.org
www.qattanfoundation.org/qcc

Nawa Institute

Tel: 297 0190, info@nawainstitute.org

Palestine Writing Workshop

Arts & Crafts Village

Mob: 0597 651 408, www.palestineworkshop.com

Telefax: 284 6405
artvlg@palnet.com, www.gazavillage.org

Palestinian Association for Contemporary Art
PACA

Ashtar for Culture & Arts

Tel: 296 7601, fax: 295 1849
paca@pal-paca.org, www.pal-paca.org

Telefax: 283 3565, atlas9@palnet.com

Culture & Light Centre

Palestinian Association for Cultural Exchange
(PACE)

Telefax: 286 5896, ifarah@palnet.com

Dialogpunkt Deutsch Gaza (Goethe-Insitut)

Tel: 240 7611, Telfax: 240 7610
pace@p-ol.com, www.pace.ps

Tel: 282 0203, Fax: 282 1602

Fawanees Theatre Group

Popular Art Center

Telefax: 288 4403

Tel: 240 3891, Fax: 240 2851
info@popularartcentre.org
www.popularartcentre.org

French Cultural Centre

Tel: 286 7883, Fax: 282 8811
ccfgaza@consulfrance-jerusalem.org

Ramallah Center for Human Rights Studies
(RCHRS)

Gaza Theatre

Tel: 282 4860, Fax: 282 4870

Tel: 241 3002

Ramallah Cultural Palace

Global Production and Distribution

Tel: 294 5555, Fax: 295 2107
rcpevents@ramallah-city.ps

Telefax: 288 4399, art.global@yahoo.com

Holst Cultural Centre

RIWAQ: Centre for Architectural Conservation

Tel: 281 0476, Fax: 280 8896, mcrcg@palnet.com

Tel: 240 6887, Fax: 240 6986
riwaq@palnet.com, www.riwaq.org

Theatre Day Productions

Telefax: 283 6766, tdpgaza@palnet.com

Sandouq Elajab Theatre

Windows from Gaza For Contemporary Art

Tel: 296 5638, 295 3206
sandouqelajab@yahoo.com

Mob. 0599 781 227 - 0599 415 045
info@artwfg.ps

Sareyyet Ramallah - First Ramallah Group (FRG)
Tel: 295 2690 - 295 2706, Fax: 298 0583
sareyyet@sareyyet.ps, www.sareyyet.ps
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EAST JERUSALEM (02)

National Hotel (99 rooms; bf; cr; res; cf)
Tel: 627 8880, Fax: 627 7007
www.nationalhotel-jerusalem.com

7 Arches Hotel

Tel: 626 7777, Fax: 627 1319
svnarch@bezeqint.net, www.7arches.com

New Imperial Hotel (45 rooms)

Addar Hotel (30 suites; bf; mr; res)

Tel: 626 3111, Fax: 626 0791, www.addar-hotel.com

New Metropole Hotel (25 rooms; mr; res)

Alcazar Hotel (38 rooms; bf; mr; res)

New Swedish Hostel

Tel: 627 2000, Fax: 627 1530
Tel: 628 3846, Fax: 627 7485

Tel: 628 1111; Fax: 628 7360
admin@jrscazar.com, www.jrscazar.com

Tel: 627 7855, Fax: 626 4124
swedishhost@yahoo.com
www.geocities.com/swedishhostel

Ambassador Hotel (122 rooms; bf; cf; mr; res)

Tel: 541 2222, Fax: 582 8202
reservation@jerusalemambassador.com
www.jerusalemambassador.com

Notre Dame Guesthouse (142 rooms, Su, bf, mr,
cr, res, ter, cf, pf)
Tel: 627 9111, Fax: 627 1995
info@notredamecenter.org
www.notredamecenter.org

American Colony Hotel (84 rooms; bf; cf; mr; res)
Tel: 627 9777, Fax: 627 9779
reserv@amcol.co.il, www.americancolony.com

Petra Hostel and Hotel

Austrian Hospice

Tel: 628 6618

Tel: 626 5800, Fax: 627 1472
office@austrianhospice.com, www.austrianhospice.com

Pilgrims Inn Hotel (16 rooms; bf; mr; res)
Tel: 627 2416, info@goldenwalls.com

Azzahra Hotel (15 rooms, res)

Ritz Hotel Jerusalem (104 rooms, bf, mr)

Tel: 628 2447, Fax: 628 3960
azzahrahotel@shabaka.net, www.azzahrahotel.com

Tel: 626 9900, Fax: 626 9910
reservations@jerusalemritz.com
www.jerusalemritz.com

Capitol Hotel (54 rooms; bf; mr; res)
Tel: 628 2561/2, Fax: 626 4352

Rivoli Hotel

Christmas Hotel

Tel: 628 4871, Fax: 627 4879

Tel: 628 2588, Fax: 626 4417
christmashotel@bezeqint.net, www.christmas-hotel.com

Savoy Hotel (17 rooms)

Tel: 628 3366, Fax: 628 8040

Commodore Hotel (45 rooms; cf; mr; res)

Seven Arches Hotel (197 rooms; bf; mr; res)

Tel: 627 1414, Fax: 628 4701

Gloria Hotel (94 rooms; mr; res)

Tel: 626 7777, Fax: 627 1319
svnarch@trendline.co.il

Golden Walls Hotel (112 rooms)

St. Andrew’s Scottish Guesthouse
“The Scottie” (19 rooms +Self Catering
Apartment)

Tel: 628 2431, Fax: 628 2401, gloriahl@netvision.net.il
Tel: 627 2416, Fax: 626 4658
info@goldenwalls.com, www.goldenwalls.com

Tel: 673 2401, Fax: 673 1711
standjer@netvision.net.il, www.scotsguesthouse.com

Holy Land Hotel (105 rooms; bf; cf; mr; res)

Tel: 627 2888, Fax: 628 0265
info@holylandhotel.com, www.holylandhotel.com

St. George Hotel Jerusalem

Jerusalem Hotel (14 rooms; bf; mr; res; live music)

Tel: 627 7232 Fax: 627 7233
info@stgeorgehoteljerusalem.com
www.stgeorgehoteljerusalem.com

Jerusalem Meridian Hotel (74 rooms; bf; mr; res)

St. George’s Pilgrim Guest House (25 rooms;
bf; res)

Jerusalem Panorama Hotel (74 rooms; bf; mr; res)

St. Thomas Home

Tel: 628 3282, Fax: 628 3282
raed@jrshotel.com, www.jrshotel.com
Tel: 628 5212, Fax: 628 5214
www.jerusalem-meridian.com

Tel: 628 3302, Fax: 628 2253
sghostel@bezeqint.net

Tel: 628 4887, Fax: 627 3699
panorama@alqudsnet.com
www.jerusalempanoramahotel.com

Tel: 628 2657, 627 4318, Fax: 626 4684
aset@aset-future.com, www.aset-future.net

Strand Hotel (88 rooms; mr; res)

Hashimi Hotel

Tel: 628 0279, Fax: 628 4826

Tel: 628 4410, Fax: 628 4667, info@hashimihotel.com

Victoria Hotel (50 rooms; bf; res)

Knights Palace Guesthouse (50 rooms)

Tel: 627 4466, Fax: 627 4171
Info@4victoria-hotel.com, www.4victoria-hotel.com

Tel: 628 2537, Fax: 628 2401, kp@actcom.co.il

Legacy Hotel

BETHLEHEM (02)

Tel: 627 0800, Fax: 627 7739
info@jerusalemlegacy.com, www.jerusalemlegacy.com

Metropol Hotel

Alexander Hotel (42 rooms; bf; mr; res)

Mount of Olives Hotel (61 rooms; bf; mr; res)

Al-Salam Hotel (26 rooms; 6f; mr; cf; res)

Tel: 277 0780, Fax: 277 0782

Tel: 628 2507, Fax: 628 5134
Tel: 628 4877, Fax: 626 4427
info@mtolives.coml, www.mtolives.com

Tel: 276 4083/4, Fax: 277 0551, samhotel@p-ol.com

Mount Scopus Hotel (65 rooms; bf; mr; res)

Tel: 276 6880, Fax: 276 6884
info@angelhotel.ps, www.angelhotel.ps

Angel Hotel Beit Jala

Tel: 582 8891, Fax: 582 8825, mtscopus@netvision.net.il
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Ararat Hotel (101 rooms, mr, ter, cf)

Nativity Hotel (89 rooms; bf; cf; mr; res)

Al-Yasmeen Hotel & Souq (30 rooms; cf; mr; res)
Tel: 233 3555 Fax: 233 3666
yasmeen@palnet.com, www.alyasmeen.com

hotel.ramallah@moevenpick.com
hotel.ramallah.reservation@moevenpick.com
www.moevenpick-ramallah.com

Beit Al-Baraka Youth Hostel (19 rooms)

Olive Tree Hotel (20 rooms; 6 su; res; sp; bar;
wifi-lobby)

Asia Hotel (28 rooms, res)

Rocky Hotel (22 rooms; cf; res; ter)

Chrystal Motel (12 rooms)

Pension Miami (12 rooms)

International Friends Guesthouse (Hostel) (mr;
res; ter; cf; pf)

Ramallah Hotel (22 rooms; bf; mr; res)

Tel: 274 9888, Fax: 276 9887
info@ararat-hotel.com, www.ararat–hotel.com

Tel: 277 0650, Fax: 274 4083
nativity@nativity-hotel.com, www.nativity-hotel.com

Tel: 222 9288, Fax: 222 9288

Tel: 276 4660 Fax: 275 3807
olivetreehotel@yahoo.com
Facebook: olive tree tourist village

Bethlehem Bible College Guest House
(11 rooms; mr; pf)
Tel: 274 1190, guesthouse@bethbc.org

Paradise Hotel (166 rooms;cf;bf;mr;res;su;pf)

Beit Ibrahim Guesthouse

Tel: 274 4542/3 - 274 4544, paradise@p-ol.com

Tel: 274 2613, Fax: 274 4250
reception@luthchurch.com
www.abrahams-herberge.com

St. Antonio Hotel (36 rooms; mr; cf;res;pf)
Tel: 276 6221, Fax: 276 6220

Bethlehem Hotel (209 rooms; bf; cf; mr; res)

Saint Gabriel Hotel

Tel: 277 0702, Fax: 277 0706, bhotel@p-ol.com

Tel: 275 9990, Fax: 275 9991
Reservation@st-gabrielhtel.com
www.st-gabrielhotel.com

Bethlehem Inn (36 rooms; bf; mr; res)
Tel: 274 2424, Fax: 274 2423

Saint Michael Hotel

Bethlehem Star Hotel (72 rooms; cf; bf; res)

Tel: 296 4470, Telefax: 296 1871

Telefax: 238 6220

Telefax: 295 6808

Telefax: 233 3281

Tel: 295 3544, Fax: 295 5029

Telfax: 238 1064
ifriends.house@gmail.com, www.guesthouse.ps

Reef Pension (Jifna village) (8 rooms; res)

Telefax: 2810881, www.reefhousepension.ps

Retno Hotel (33 rooms & su; res; mr; gm; sp)

RAMALLAH AND AL-BIREH (02)

Telefax: 295 0022, Retno@retnohotel.com
www.retnohotel.com

Al-A’in Hotel (24 rooms and suites; mr; cf)

Royal Court Suite Hotel (39 rooms; res; mr; ter;
cf; pf; i)

Tel: 240 5925 - 240 4353, Fax: 240 4332
alainhotel@hotmail.com

Tel: 296 4040, Fax: 296 4047
info@rcshotel.com, www.rcshotel.com

Tel: 274 3249 - 277 0285, Fax: 274 1494
htstar@palnet.com

Tel: 276 9921/2/3, Fax: 277 2244
info@saintmichaelhotel.com
www.saintmichaelhotel.com

Aladdin Hotel

Bethlehem youth hostel

Santa Maria Hotel (83 rooms; mr; res)

Al-Bireh Tourist Hotel (50 rooms; cf; res)

Tel: 295 2602

Shepherd Hotel

Al-Hajal Hotel (22 rooms; bf)

Tel: 296 2705, Telefax: 296 2715
starmountaincenter@gmail.com

Telefax: 274 84 66, http://www.ejepal.org

Tel: 276 7374/5/6, Fax: 276 7377, smaria@p-ol.com

Casanova Hospice (60 rooms; mr; res)
Tel: 274 3981, Fax: 274 3540

Tel: 274 0656, Fax: 274 4888
info@shepherdhotel.com, www.shepherdhotel.com

Casanova Palace Hotel (25 rooms; bf; res)
Tel: 274 2798, Fax: 274 1562

Shepherds’ House Hotel (Facilities: Restaurant
and Bar, WiFi)

Dar Sitti Aziza Hotel

Telefax: 274 4848
info@darsittiaziza.com, www.darsittiaziza.com

El-Beit Guest House (Beit Sahour) (15 rooms)

Al Hambra Palace (Hotel Suites and Resort)

St. Nicholas Hotel (25 rooms; res; mr)

AlZahra Suites

Tel: 274 2604, Fax: 274 1278

Tel: 276 0967/8, Fax: 276 0970
svincent@p-ol.com, www.saintvincentguesthouse.net

Grand Hotel (107 rooms; bf; cf; mr; res)

Talita Kumi Guest House (22 rooms; res; mr; cf)

Ankars Suites and Hotel (40 Suites & Rooms,
su,mr,bf,cr,res,ter,cf,gm,pf)

Tel: 274 1247, Fax: 274 1847

Tel: 274 1602 - 274 1440, Fax: 274 1604
info@grandhotelbethlehem.com

Zaituna Tourist Village

Golden Park Resort & Hotel (Beit Sahour)
(66 rooms; res, bar, pool)

Tel: 275 0655

JERICHO (02)

Tel: 277 4414

Grand Park Hotel Bethlehem (Has 110 rooms
located in 7 floors, main restaurant, dining room,
conference room and bar.)

Al- Zaytouna Guest House (7 rooms; bf; res; mr)

City Inn Palace Hotel (47 rooms; bf; cf; res)

Holy Land Hotel

Jericho Resort Village (60 rooms; 46 studios; bf;
cf; mr; res)

House of Hope Guesthouse

Tel: 274 2325, Fax: 274 0928
Guesthouse@houseofhopemd.org
Tel: 276 4739, www.houseofpeace.hostel.com/

Inter-Continental Hotel (Jacir Palace)
(250 rooms; su; bf; cf; mr; res)

Manger Square Hotel (220 Rooms; bf; cf; mr;
res; cr)

Hebron Hotel

Tel: 225 4240 / 222 9385, Fax: 222 6760
hebron_hotel@hotmail.com

Tel: 277 8888, Fax: 277 8889
fabudayyeh@mangersquarehotel.com
Web: www.mangersquarehotel.com

Telefax: 282 5492, 284 8433

Commodore Gaza Hotel (60 rooms;su; bf)
Tel: 283 4400, Fax: 282 2623

Gaza International Hotel (30 rooms; bf; cf; res)
Tel: 283 0001/2/3/4, Fax: 283 0005

Grand Park Hotel & Resorts (84 rooms; 12 grand
suites; bf; cf; mr; res; sp; pf)

Tel: 284 9498/6468, Fax: 284 9497

Grand Palace Hotel (20 rooms; cr; mr; cf; res)
Marna House (17 rooms; bf; mr; res)

Tel: 298 6194, Fax: 295 6950, info@grandpark.com

Manarah Hotel

HEBRON (02)

Tel: 277 0047, Guesthouse@diyar.ps, www.diyar.ps

Beach Hotel (25 rooms; bf; mr; res)

Tel: 240 8080, Fax: 240 8091
cityinnpalace@gmail.com, www.cityinnpalace.com

Telepherique & Sultan Tourist Center
(55 rooms)

Lutheran Guesthouse “Abu Gubran”

Telefax: 282 5181, 282 6223, 286 3481, 282 2269

Tel: 297 9400, Fax: 297 9401
reservation@caesar-hotel.ps, www.caesar-hotel.ps

Jerusalem Hotel (22 rooms)

Tel: 232 1590, Fax: 232 1598
info@jericho-cablecar.com

Tel: 276 6777, Fax: 276 6770

Tel: 285 8444, Fax: 285 8440
info@almathaf.ps, www.almathaf.ps

Tel: 296 0450, Fax: 295 8452, besteastern@jrol.com

Gemzo Suites (90 executive suites; cs; mr; pf;
gm; res)

Tel: 232 2444, Fax: 992 3109

House of Peace Hostel

Tel: 283 2500, Fax: 283 2510
mashtal@arcmedhotels.com
www.almashtalarcmedhotels.com

Al-Quds International Hotel (44 rooms; 2 suites;
bf; mr; res)

Inter-Continental Jericho (181 rooms; su; bf; cf;
mr; res; ter; tb)

Tel: 232 1255, Fax: 232 2189
reservation@jerichoresorts.com
www.jerichoresorts.com

Al Mashtal Hotel

Tel: 296 6477, Fax: 296 6479
beauty.inn@hotmail.com, www.beautyinn.ps

Tel: 277 3432/3, Fax: 274 8650
holyfamilyhotel@hotmail.com
www.holyfamilyhotel.com

Tel: 277 8962/3, Fax: 277 8961
holylandhotel@hotmail.com, www.holylandhotel.net

Tel: 283 8100/200/300, Fax: 283 8400
info@aldeira.ps, www.aldeira.ps

Beauty Inn

Caesar Hotel (46 rooms & su, 2 mr, cr, res, cf)

Tel: 231 1200, Fax: 231 1222

Al-Deira (22 Suits; cf; mr; res; ter)

Almat’haf Hotel

Hisham Palace Hotel

Tel: 232 2414, Fax: 232 3109

Telefax: 282 3521/19, Fax: 282 5580

Tel: 295 2602, Fax: 295 2603, Info@ankars.ps
Area: D Hostel (50 beds, 2 private appartments)
Mob: 0569 349 042, Info@RamallahHostel.com

Best Eastern Hotel (91 rooms; cf; res)

Holy Family Hotel (90 rooms; bf; cf; mr; res;)

Adam Hotel (76 rooms; bf; cf; mr; res)

Telefax: 298 0412

Telefax: 274 2016 Deir Hijleh Monastery
Tel: 994 3038, 0505 348 892

Tel: 275 6400, Fax: 276 3736
info@grandpark.com, www.grandpark.com

GAZA STRIP (08)

Tel: 242 3019
alzahrasuites@yahoo.com, www.alzahrasuites.ps

Al-Wihdah Hotel

Everest Hotel (19 rooms; bf; mr; res)

Star Mountain Guesthouse (10 rooms; wifi; pf)

Telefax: 298 7858

Tel: 275 9690, Fax: 275 9693

Saint Vincent Guest House (36 rooms)

Summer Bar (Ankars Garden)

Telefax: 240 0803

Tel: 295 6226 - 295 0031, Fax: 295 0032
alhambrapalace1@gmail.com
www.alhambra-palace-hotel.com

Tel: 274 3040/1/2, Fax: 274 3043

TeleFax: 277 5857, info@elbeit.org, www.elbeit.org

Tel: 240 7921 - 2407689, Fax: 240 7687
aladdinhotel1@gmail.com, www.expedia.com

Tel: 282 2624, Fax: 282 3322

Palestine Hotel (54 rooms; bf; cf; mr; res)
Tel: Tel: 282 3355, Fax: 286 0056

Tel: 240 9729, Fax: 240 9532
gemzo@palnet.com, www.gemzosuites.net

JENIN (04)
Cinema Jenin Guesthouse (7 rooms; 2 su)

Tel: 295 2122, Telefax: 295 3274
manarah@hotmail.com, www.manarahhotel.com.ps

Tel: 250 2455, Mob: 0599 317 968
guesthouse@cinemajenin.org, www.cinemajenin.org

Merryland Hotel (25 rooms)

Haddad Hotel & Resort

Tel: 298 7176, Telefax: 298 7074

Tel: 241 7010/1/2, Fax: 241 7013
haddadbooking@ymail.com
www.haddadtourismvillage.com

Mövenpick Hotel Ramallah (171 rooms and Su;
bf; mr; cr; res;ter; cf; gm; pf; sp)
Tel: 298 5888, Fax: 298 533

North Gate Hotel

Tel: 243 5700, Fax: 243 5701
info@northgate-hotel.com, www.northgate-hotel.com

NABLUS (09)

Murad Tourist Resort

Al-Qaser Hotel (48 rooms; 7 regular suites, 1 royal
suite; bf; cf; mr; res)

Tel: 2759880, Fax:2759881, www.murad.ps

Nativity BELLS Hotel (95 rooms; bf; cf; mr; res)

Tel: 2341 444, Fax: 2341 944
alqaser@alqaserhotel.com, www.alqaserhotel.com

Tel: 274 8880, Fax: 274 8870
nativitybells@palnet.com, www.nativitybellshotel.ps
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Key: su = suites, bf = business facilities; mr = meeting rooms, cr = conference facilities; res = restaurant,
ter = terrace bar; tb = turkish bath, cf = coffee shop; gm = gym; pf = parking facilities, sp = swimming pool
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Limoncello (Beit Jala)

Tel: 275 8844, Fax: 275 8833

Little Italy

Tel: 275 5161

Mariachi (Grand Hotel) Seafood and
Mexican Cuisine

Tel: 274 1440, 274 1602/3
Fax: 274 1604

EAST JERUSALEM (02)
Al-Diwan (Ambassador Hotel)

Middle Eastern, French, and Italian Cuisine

Tel: 541 2213, Fax: 582 8202

Alhambra Palace Jerusalem
Restaurant & coffee shop

Lotus and Olive Garden
(Jerusalem Meridian Hotel) Middle
Eastern and Continental Cuisine

Tel: 628 5212

Nafoura Middle Eastern Menu
Tel: 626 0034

Tel: 626 3535, Fax: 6263737
info@alhambrapalacej.com

Nakashian Gallery Café

Al-Manakeesh Pizza & Pastries

La Rotisserie (Notre Dame
Hotel) Gourmet Restaurant, European and

Tel: 585 6928

Al-Shuleh Grill Shawerma and

Barbecues

Tel: 627 3768

Amigo Emil Middle Eastern, American,
Indian, and Italian Cuisine

Tel: 628 8090, Fax: 626 1457

Antonio’s (Ambassador Hotel)

Tel: 627 8077

Mediterranean Menu

Tel: 627 9114, Fax: 627 1995

BETHLEHEM (02)
1890 Restaurant (Beit-Jala)
Tel: 277 8779
restaurant.1890@gmail.com

Telefax: 275 6622

Abu Shanab Restaurant Barbecues
Afteem Restaurant Oriental Cuisine

Riwaq Courtyard (Jacir Palace –
InterContinental Bethlehem) Coffee

Shop and Sandwiches

Tel: 626 3344

Al-Areeshah Palace (Jacir Palace
– InterContinental Bethlehem)

Panoramic Golden City Barbecues

Tel: 276 6777, Fax: 276 6154

Tel: 0598 333 665

Dina Café Coffee and Pastry
Tel: 628 4433, Fax: 627 5224

Middle Eastern and Barbecues

Al-Hakura Restaurant Middle Eastern
Tel: 277 3335

Arabesque, Poolside, and Patio
Restaurants (American Colony
Hotel) Western and Middle Eastern Menu

Patisserie Suisse Fast Food and

Al- Khaymeh (Jacir Palace –
InterContinental Bethlehem) Middle

Middle Eastern Food

Tel: 627 3854

Askidinya Italian and French Cuisine
Tel: 532 4590

Breakfast

Tel: 628 4377

Petra Restaurant Oriental Cuisine
Tel: 627 7799

Pizza House Pizza and Oriental Pastry
Tel: 627 3970, 628 8135

Quick Lunch

Borderline Restaurant Café Italian

Tel: 583 5460

Tel: 532 8342

and Italian Cuisine

Burghoulji Armenian and Middle Eastern
Tel: 628 2072, Fax: 628 2080

Cardo Restaurant Continental Cuisine
Tel: 627 0800

Chinese Restaurant Chinese Cuisine
Tel: 626 3465, Fax: 626 3471

Educational Bookshop Books

Tel: 276 6777, Fax: 276 6154

Al Makan Bar (Jacir Palace
– InterContinental Bethlehem)
Snack Bar

Tel: 276 6777, Fax: 276 6770

Balloons Coffee Shop and Pizza

Tel: 628 4228

RIO Grill and Subs Italian and French

and Oriental Menu

and Fast Food

Eastern and Barbecues

Az-Zahra Oriental food and Pizza
Tel: 628 2447

Seafood, Steaks & Middle Eastern

Tel: 0595 187 622

Tel: 582 5162, 532 8342

Armenian Tavern Armenian and

Peace Restaurant & Bar Pasta,

Tel: 274 2985
Tel: 274 7940

Cuisine

Rossini’s Restaurant Bar French

Tel: 275 0221, Fax: 277 7115

Barbara Restaurant

Tel: 274 0130
barbra.rest1@hotmail.com

Beit Sahour Citadel Mediterranean

Cuisine

Tel: 628 2964

Philadelphia Restaurant
Mediterranean Menu

Tel: 532 2626, Fax: 532 2636

Shalizar Restaurant Middle Eastern,
Mexican, and Italian Cuisine

Tel: 582 9061

The Gate Café Fresh Juices, Coffee,

Tel: 277 7771

Bonjour Restaurant and Café
Coffee Shop and Continental Cuisine

Tel: 274 0406

Christmas Bells Restaurants
Oriental Cuisine

Tel: 277 6336, Fax: 277 6337

Tel: 276 6777, Fax: 276 6754

Singer café

Mob. 0597 492 175

St. George Restaurant Oriental

Cuisine and Barbecues

Tel: 540 9974

Garden’s Restaurant
Tel: 581 6463

Goodies Fast Food
Tel: 585 3223

Kan Zaman (Jerusalem Hotel)
Mediterranean Cuisine

Victoria Restaurant Middle Eastern
and Arabic Menu

Tel: 628 3051, Fax: 627 4171

Allegro Italian Restaurant
(Mövenpick Hotel Ramallah) Italian

Oriental cuisine

Continental Cuisine

Tel: 295 6813
Tel: 298 8289

La Vista Café and Restaurant

Tel: 296 4115

Ayysha Restaurant Oriental Cuisine

Cuisine

Oriental and Continental Cuisine

Tel: 274 0711, Mob: 0599 205 158

The Square Restaurant and
Coffee Shop Mediterranean Cuisine
Tel: 274 9844

Tel: 296 6622

Azure Restaurant and Coffee
Shop Continental Cuisine
Telefax: 295 7850

Baladna Ice Cream Ice Cream and

Zaitouneh (Jacir Palace –
InterContinental Bethlehem)

Soft Drinks

Tel: 276 6777, Fax: 276 6154

Tel: 298 6759

Continental Cuisine

Barbecues

Telefax: 295 6721

Bel Mondo Italian Cuisine
Caesar’s (Grand Park Hotel)
Continental Cuisine

and Barbecues

Tel: 232 2349

Jabal Quruntul Continental Cuisine

Mac Simon Pizza and Fast Food
Tel: 297 2088

Mr. Donuts Café Donuts and Coffee
Shop

Tel: 240 7196

Mr. Fish Seafood
Tel: 295 9555

Mr. Pizza Pizza and Fast Food
Tel: 240 3016, 240 8182

Muntaza Restaurant and Garden
Barbecues and Sandwiches

Castana Café

Na3Na3 Café Italian and Oriental

Tel: 298 0880

Tel: 295 6835
Cuisine

Tel: 297 1114

Tel: 296 4606

Oriental

Nai Resto Café - Argeeleh

Chinese House Restaurant

Newz Bar Lounge and “Le Gourmet”

Tel: 296 4081

Mövenpick Hotel Ramallah

Mob: 0595 403 020

Chinese Cuisine

Clara restaurant and pub

Limoneh Continental Cuisine

Dauod Basha

Tel: 231 2977, Fax: 231 2976

Tel: 297 2125

Café De La Paix French Cuisine

(Open Buffet)

Tel: 232 2614, Fax: 232 2659

Cann Espresso Arabic and Italian

Tel: 298 6194

Mob: 0597 348 335

pastries’ corner

Tel: 298 5888

Osama’s Pizza Pizza and Fast Food
Tel: 295 3270

Tel: 297 4655

Darna Continental Cuisine
Tel: 295 0590/1

Tel: 275 3678

Tel: 627 1356
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K5M - Caterers Cake and Sweets

Andre’s Restaurant French and

Tel: 297 3844/55

Zad Rest. & Café

Tel: 297 5444

La Vie Café Cafe, Bistro & Bar

Tel: 297 1776

Castello Restaurant & Café

La Terrasse Middle Eastern and

Janan’s Kitchen

Shop, Lebanese and Italian Cuisine

Green Valley Park Oriental Cuisine

Tel: 275 0655

Jasmine Café

Khuzama Restaurant Oriental Cuisine

Awjan Seafood, Breakfast, and Pizza, Coffee

Telefax: 232 2555

Tel: 277 0047

Tel: 29 59426 - 1700 999 888
Tel: 295 0121

Tel: 298 5888

Golden Roof Continental Cuisine

Il’iliyeh Restaurant Continental Cuisine

Fuego Mexican and Tapas Grill

Taboo – Restaurant and Bar

Tel: 274 8844, Fax: 274 8889

Wake up Restaurant
Tel: 627 7454, 627 2525

Mob. 0599 839 043

Tel: 295 9333

Al-Rawda Barbecues

Tel: 276 5301, Fax: 276 5302

Tel: 298 7046

Fatuta Reataurant Barbecues, (Birzeit)

Akasha Oriental

Taboon

(Italian, Asian and Mediterranean Cuisine)

Fawanees Pastries and Fast Food

Tel: 298 8686

Tel: 232 1255, Fax: 232 2189

Layal Lounge Snack Bar

Tel: 627 8880

Al Falaha Msakhan and Taboun

Tel: 290 5124

Tel: 294 6800

Level 5 Fusion European

Turquoise Lebanese Restaurant

Gallery Café Snacks and Beverages

Mob: 0599 258 435

Tel: 295 6408, 298 1455

Tel: 274 4382

Tel: 627 4626

Tel: 627 6160

Fakhr El-Din Lebanese Cuisine

Andareen Pub

Tel: 296 3271

Tel: 628 2588, 626 4418

Tel: 628 6061, Fax: 628 6097

Tel: 296 6566

Angelo’s Western Menu and Pizza

Grotto Restaurant Barbecues and

King Gaspar Restaurant & Bar

Express Pizza American Pizza

Tachi Chinese Chinese Cuisine

Flavours Grill International Cuisine with

Oriental and Western Food

Tel: 2951 7031, 296 6505

Oriental and Western Cuisine

The Patio (Christmas Hotel) Oriental

Versavee Bistro (Bar and Café)

European Coffee Shop Coffee

and Sweets

Tel: 296 6477/8

Tel: 626 0993

Tel: 274 3224

Tel: 296 5169

Italian Cuisine

Al-Nafoura Restaurant (Jericho
Resort Village) Arabic Cuisine and

Four Seasons Restaurants and
Coffee Shop Barbecues and Shawerma

Elite Coffee House Italian and Arabic

Cuisine

Tel: 274 3780, Fax: 274 1833
st.george_restaurant@yahoo.com

Divano Café and Restaurant

Tel: 627 7232, Fax: 627 7233

Tel: 296 5911

Tel: 298 5888

Tel: 275 2058

The Scots Bistro Coffee and Pastry

Mediterranean Flavour

Tel: 238 3164, Fax: 233 3666

Sima café

Tel: 627 4282

and European Menu

Continental Cuisine and Pastries

Tel: 277 3875, Fax: 277 3876

El Dorada Coffee Shop and
Internet Café Chocolates, Coffee, and
Internet

Zeit Ou Zaater (Al-Yasmeen Hotel)

The Tent Restaurant (Shepherds’
Valley Village) Barbecues

Tel: 274 9073

Tel: 275 7276
divanocafe@gmail.com

Tel: 296 4040

Al- Riwaq All-day-dining
restaurant (Mövenpick Hotel
Ramallah) International, Swiss and

JERICHO (02)

Tel: 673 2401, Fax: 673 1711

Continental Cuisine

Tel: 238 4180

fine cuisine

Dar al-Balad Continental Cuisine

Tel: 627 5858

Qasr al-Jabi restaurant

Roots Lounge (Beit Sahour)

and Tea

and Coffee

Do Re Mi Café (Royal Court)

911 Café Mexican, Italian, Oriental

and Barbecues

Tel. 274 1897

Tel: 237 1332

Tel: 749 888, Fax: 276 9887
Cuisine

Cuisine

Tel: 296 6483

RAMALLAH AND AL-BIREH (02)

Snack Food

Diwan Art Coffee Shop Continental

Salim Afandi Barbecues and Oriental

Cuisine

Noah’s Snack/ Ararat Hotel
Palmeras Gastropub Continental

Pasha’s Oriental Food

Tel: 627 9777, Fax: 627 9779

Tel: 274 9110

Abu Eli Restaurant Middle Eastern

Middle Eastern, French, and Italian Cuisine

Tel: 541 2213

Massina (Breakfast)

NABLUS (09)
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Orjuwan Lounge Palestinian-Italian

Fusion

Tel: 297 6870

Rama café Resto/Bar
Tel: 298 5376

Peter’s Place Restaurant & Bar
(Taybeh) Palestinian Cuisine

Tel: 289 8054, Mob: 0547 043 029

Pesto Café and Restaurant Italian
Cuisine

Tel: 297 0705, 297 0706

Pizza Inn Pizza and Fast Food

Tel: 296 6038

Tabash (Jifna Village) Barbecues
Tel: 281 0932

Tal El-Qamar Roof Middle Eastern and
Western Menu

TCHE TCHE

Philadelphia Restaurant Middle

Mob: 0595 403 020, 0568 403 020

Tel: 295 1999

THE Q GARDEN Roof-top
garden International Cusine

Tel: 295 6020, Fax: 296 4693

Pronto Resto-Café Italian Cuisine

Tel: 288 5827

Al-Deira Mediterranean Cuisine
Almat’haf Mediterranean Cuisine

Tel: 296 4201

The Vine Restaurant Continental

Plaza Jdoudna Restaurant and
Park Middle Eastern Menu

Al Daar Barbecues
Tel: 283 8100/200/300
Fax: 2838400

Tel: 298 7905/ 6

Tel: 298 1181/2/3
Eastern Menu

GAZA STRIP (08)

Cuisine

Tel: 295 7727

Tomasso’s Pizza and Fast Food
Tel: 240 9991/ 2

Tel: 298 7312

Tropicana Mexican Cuisine, Oriental

Tel: 285 8444, Fax: 285 8440

Al-Molouke Shawerma
Tel: 286 8397

Al-Salam Seafood

Tel: 282 2705, Telefax: 283 3188

Avenue

Tel: 288 2100, 288 3100

Big Bite Fastfood
Tel: 283 3666

QMH

Menu, and Zarb

Tel: 297 5661

Carino’s

Roma Café Italian Light Food

UpTown (Ankars Suites and
Hotel) Continental Cuisine

LATERNA

Rukab’s Ice Cream Ice Cream and

Values Restaurant International and

Tel: 288 4884

Tel: 295 3467

Tel: 296 6997

Saba Sandwiches Falafel and

Vatche’s Garden Restaurant

Tel: 296 0116

Tel: 296 5966, 296 5988

Tel: 297 34511
Tel: 296 4228
Soft Drinks

Tel: 286 6343, Fax: 286 6353

Tel: 295 2602
Seafood

Tel: 288 9881, Fax: 288 9882

Light House
Marna House

Telefax: 282 3322, 282 2624

European Style

Mazaj Coffee House

Zam’n Premium Coffee Coffee

Mazaj Resturant

Scoop

Tel: 295 0600

Orient House

Sangria’s French, Italian, and Mexican

Tel: 296 3643

Sandwiches

Samer Middle Eastern Food

Tel: 240 5338 - 240 3088
Tel: 295 9189
Cuisine

Tel: 295 6808

Sinatra Gourmet Italian and American

Cuisine

Tel: 297 1028

Sky Bar (Ankars Suites and Hotel)
Continental Cuisine

Tel: 295 2602

Sparkles Bar Cigar bar
Mövenpick Hotel Ramallah
Tel: 298 5888

Stones Continental Cuisine

Shop Style

Zaki Taki Sandwiches
Zam’n Premium Coffee
Masyoun Coffee Shop Style
Tel: 298 1033

Tel: 286 8035

Tel: 282 5003, Fax: 286 9078
Telefax: 282 8008, 282 8604

Roots - The Club Oriental Cuisine

Tel: 288 8666, 282 3999, 282 3777

Abu Mazen Restaurant

Tel: 221 3833, Fax: 229 3111

Zarour Bar BQ Barbecues and Oriental

Al Quds Restaurant

Tel: 295 6767, 296 4480
Fax: 296 4357

Golden Rooster

Cuisine

Zeit ou Zaater Pastries and Snacks
Tel: 295 4455

Ziryab Barbecues, Italian, and Oriental

Cuisine

Tel: 295 9093

Tel: 229 7773, Fax: 229 7774
Telefax: 221 6115

Hebron Restaurant
Telefax: 222 7773

Orient House Restaurant
Telefax: 221 1525

Royal Restaurant
Tel: 222 7210
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East Jerusalem (02) Armenian Museum, Old City, Tel: 628 2331, Fax: 626 4861, Opening
hours: Mon.- Sat. from 9:00 - 16:30 • Dar At Tifl Museum (Dar At Tifl Association), Near the Orient House,
Tel: 628 3251, Fax: 627 3477 • Islamic Museum (The Islamic Waqf Association), Old City, Tel: 628 3313,
Fax: 628 5561, opening hours for tourists: daily from 7:30 - 13:30 • Math Museum, Science Museum,
Abu Jihad Museum for the Palestinian Prisoners Studies - Al-Quds University, Tel: 279 9753 - 279 0606,
foryou@alquds.edu, opening hours Saturday - Wednesday 8:30 - 15:00 • Qalandia Camp Women’s Handicraft
Coop., Telefax: 656 9385, Fax: 585 6966, qalandia@palnet.com • WUJOUD Museum, Tel: 626 0916, Fax:
0272625, info@wujoud.org, www.wujoud.org
Bethlehem (02) Al-Balad Museum for Olive Oil Production, Tel: 274 1581, Opening hours: 8:00-14:30

Monday through Saturday • Baituna al Talhami Museum, (Folklore Museum) Arab Women’s Union, Tel: 274
2589, Fax: 274 2431, Opening hours: daily from 8:00 - 13:00/ 14:00 - 17:00 except for Sundays and Thursdays
afternoon • Bethlehem Peace Center Museum, Tel: 276 6677, Fax: 274 1057, info@peacenter.org, www.
peacenter.org, Opening hours: daily from 10:00-18:00 except Sundays from 10:00 - 16:00 • International Nativity
Museum, Telefax: 276 0076, nativitymuseum@salesianbethlehem.com, www.internationalnativitymuseum.
com • Natural History Museum, Telefax:02-276 5574, eec@p-ol.com, www.eecp.org • Artas Old Village
House/Museum, Mob: 0597 524 524, 0599 679 492, 0502 509 514, artasfc@hotmail.com, Opening Hours:
By Appointment • Palestinian Heritage Center, Telefax: 274 2381, mahasaca@palestinianheritagecenter.com,
www.palestinianheritagecenter.com

Gaza (08) Al Mathaf, Tel: 285 8444, info@almathaf.ps, www. almathaf.ps
Jericho (02) Russian Museum Park Complex, Mob. 0595 076 143
Ramallah & Al-Bireh (02) Museum of Palestinian Popular Heritage - In’ash el Usra, In’ash el Usra
society, Al-Bireh, Tel: 240 2876, Fax: 240 1544, Opening hours: daily from 8:00 - 15:00 except Fridays • Ramallah
Museum, Al-Harajeh St., Across from Arab Bank, Old Town, Ramallah, Telefax: 295 9561, open daily from 8:00 - 15:00

except friday and Saturday • The Birzeit University Ethnographic and Art Museum Tel: 298 2976, vtamari@
birzeit.edu, Opening hours: daily from 10:00 - 15:00 except for Fridays and Sundays • The Palestinian Museum,
Tel: 297 4797/98, Fax: 297 4795, info@palmuseum.org, www.palmuseum.org

East Jerusalem (02) Car Rental • Car & Drive, Tel: 656 5562/3 • Dallah Al-Barakah, Tel: 656 4150 •

Good Luck, Tel: 627 7033, Fax: 627 7688 • Green Peace Rent A Car Ltd., Telefax: 585 9756 • Jerusalem Car
Rental & Leasing ltd., Tel: 582 2179, Fax: 582 2173 • Orabi, Tel: 585 3101 • Middle East Car Rental, Tel: 626
2777, Fax: 626 2203, mecarrental@gmail.com • Taxis Abdo,Tel: 585 8202 (Beit Hanina), Tel: 628 3281 (Damascus
Gate) • Al-Eman Taxi & Lemo Service, Tel: 583 4599 - 583 5877 • Al-Rashid, Tel: 628 2220 • Al-Aqsa, Tel: 627
3003 • Beit Hanina, Tel: 585 5777 • Holy Land, Tel: 585 5555 • Imperial, Tel: 628 2504 • Jaber - Petra, Tel:
583 7275 - 583 7276 • Khaled Al-Tahan, Tel: 585 5777 • Mount of Olives, Tel: 627 2777 • Panorama, Tel: 628
1116 • Tourist Transportation Abdo Tourist, Tel: 628 1866 • Jerusalem of Gold, Tel: 673 7025/6 • Kawasmi
Tourist Travel Ltd., Tel: 628 4769, Fax: 628 4710 • Mount of Olives, Tel: 627 1122 • Mahfouz Tourist Travel,

Tel: 628 2212, Fax: 628 4015 • Bethlehem (02) Car Rental Murad, Tel: 274 7092 • Nativity Rent a Car,
Tel: 274 3532, Fax: 274 7053 Taxis Asha’b, Tel: 274 2309 • Beit Jala, Tel: 274 2629 • Al Fararjeh Taxi - 24 Hours,
Tel: 275 2416 • Hebron (02) Car Rental Holy Land, Tel: 222 0811 • Taxis Al-Asdiqa’, Tel: 222 9436 •
Al-Itihad, Tel: 222 8750 • Jericho (02) Taxis Petra, Tel: 232 2525 • Nablus (09) Car Rental Orabi,
Tel: 238 3383 • Taxis Al-Ittimad, Tel: 237 1439 • Al-Madina, Tel: 237 3501 • Ramallah and Al-Bireh

(02) Car Rental Abe Car Services, Mob: 0595 604 062, 054 981 2946 • Orabi, Tel: 240 3521 • Petra, Tel: 295
2602 • TWINS, Tel: 296 4688 • Taxis A.B.E. Car Services (yellow plate), 0598-36-1818 • Al-Bireh, Tel: 240
2956 • Al-Masyoun Taxi, Tel: 295 2230 • Al-Salam, Tel: 295 5805 • Al-Wafa, Tel: 295 5444 • Al-Itihad, Tel:
295 5887 • Hinnawi Taxi, Tel: 295 6302 • Omaya, Tel: 295 6120 • SAHARA Rent a Car Co., Tel: 297 5317/8
• Shamma’ Taxi Co., Tel: 296 0957 • Gaza Strip (08) Car Rental Al-Ahli, Tel: 282 8534 • Al-Farouq,
Tel: 284 2755 • Imad, Tel: 286 4000 • Luzun, Tel: 282 2628 • Taxis Al-Nasser, Tel: 286 1844, 286 7845 •
Al-Wafa, Tel: 284 9144 - 282 4465 • Azhar, Tel: 286 8858 • Midan Filastin, Tel: 286 5242
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East Jerusalem (02) 4M Travel Agency, Tel: 627 1414, Fax: 628 4701, info@4m-travel.com, www.4m-

travel.com • Abdo Tourist & Travel, Tel: 628 1865, Fax: 627 2973, abdotours@hotmail.com • Aeolus Tours,
Tel: 0505 635 5496, Fax: 656 5823, aeolus@aeolus-ltd.com • Albina Tours Ltd., Tel: 628 3397, Fax: 628
1215, albina@netvision.net.il; info@albinatours.com, www.albinatours.com • Alliance Travel Solutions, Tel:
581 7102, Fax: 581 7103, info@alliancetravel-jrs.com, www.alliancetravel-jrs.com • Alitalia, Tel: 627 1731,
Fax: 627 1719 • Arab Tourist Agency (ATA), Tel: 627 7442, Fax: 628 4366,george@atajrs.com • Atic Tours
& Travel Ltd., Tel: 628 6159, Fax: 626 4023, info@atictour.com, www.atictour.com • Awad & Co. Tourist
Agency, Tel: 628 4021, Fax: 628 7990, admin@awad.tours.com, www.awad-tours.com • Aweidah Bros.
Co., Tel: 6282365, towertours@alqudsnet.com • B. Peace Tours & Travel, Tel: 626 1876, Fax: 626 2065,
b.peacetours@bezeqint.net • Bible Land Tours, Tel: 627 1169, Fax: 627 2218, links@palnet.com • Blessed
Land Tours, Tel: 628 6592, Fax: 628 5812, blt@blessedlandtours.com, www.blessedlandtours.com • Carawan
Tours and Travel, Tel: 582 1273, Fax: 532 1593, info@carawan-tours.com, www.carawan-tours.com, Skype:
carawantour.amin • Daher Travel, Tel: 628 3235, Fax: 627 1574, dahert@netvision.net.il, www.dahertravel.com
• Dajani Palestine Tours, Tel: 626 4768, Fax: 627 6927, dajani@netvision.net.il • Dakkak Tours Agency,
Tel: 628 2525, Fax: 628 2526, dakkak@netmedia.net.il • Destination Middle East, info@destination-middleeast.com • Dynamic Links Travel and Tourism Bureau, Tel: 628 4724, Fax: 628 4714, dynamic.links@
dynamic-links.net • George Garabedian Co., Tel: 628 3398, Fax: 628 7896, ggc@ggc-jer.com • GEMM
Travel, Tel: 628 2535/6, sales@gemmtravel.com • Guiding Star Ltd., Tel: 627 3150, Fax: 627 3147, mark@
guidingstar2.com, www.guidingstarltd.com • Holy Jerusalem Tours & Travel, Tel: 540 1668; Fax: 540 0963,
info@holyjerusalemtours.com, www.holyjerusalemtours.com • Holy Land Tours, Tel: 532 3232, Fax: 532 3292,
info@holylandtours.biz • Jata Travel Ltd., Tel: 627 5001, Fax: 627 5003, jatatraveltd@hotmail.com • Jiro
Tours, Tel: 627 3766, Fax: 628 1020, jiro@netvision.net.il, www.jirotours.com • Jordan Travel Agency, Tel:
628 4052, Fax: 628 7621 • Jerusalem Orient Tourist Travel, Tel : 628 8722, Fax: 627 4589, hamdi@jottweb.
com • JT & T, Tel: 628 9418, 628 9422, Fax: 628 9298, jtt@bezeqint.net.il, www.jttours.com • KIM’s Tourist
& Travel Agency, Tel: 627 9725, Fax: 627 4626, kim@shabaka.net, www.kimstours.com • Lawrence Tours &
Travel, Tel: 628 4867, Fax: 627 1285, info@lawrence-tours.com • Lions Gate Travel & Tours, Tel: 627 7829,
Fax: 627 7830, Mobile: 0523 855 312, info@lionsgate-travel.com • Lourdes Tourist & Travel Agency, Tel: 627
5332, Telefax: 627 5336, lourdestravel@bezeqint.net • Mt. of Olives Tours Ltd., Tel: 627 1122, Fax: 628 5551
moot@netvision.net.il, www.olivetours.com • Nawas Tourist Agency Ltd., Tel: 628 2491, Fax: 628
5755 • Nazarene Tours and Travel, Tel: 627 4636, Fax: 627 7526 • Near East Tourist Agency (NET),
Tel: 532 8706, Fax: 532 8701, Jerusalem@netours.com, www.netours.com • O.S. Hotel Services,
Tel: 628 9260, Fax: 626 4979, os@os-tours.com • Overseas Travel Bureau, Tel: 628 7090, Fax: 628
4442, otb@netvision.net.il • Priority Travel and Tours LTD., Tel: 627 4207, Fax: 627 4107 • Safieh
Tours & Travel Agency, Tel: 626 4447, Fax: 628 4430, safiehtours@bezeqint.net • Samara Tourist
& Travel Agency, Tel: 627 6133. Fax: 627 1956, info@samaratours.com • Shepherds Tours &
Travel, Tel: 6284121- 6287859, Fax: 6280251, info@shepherdstours.com, www.shepherdstours.com
• Shweiki Tours Ltd., Tel: 673 6711, Fax: 673 6966 • Sindbad Travel Tourist Agency, Tel: 627 2165, Fax:
627 2169, sindbad1@bezeqint.net, www.Sindbad-Travel.com • Swift Travel, Tel: 628 0704, Fax: 627 2783,
swifttours@hotmail.com • Terra Sancta Tourist Co, Tel: 628 4733, Fax: 626 4472 • Tower Tours & Travel
Ltd., Tel: 628 2365, Fax: 628 2366, towertours@alqudsnet.com, www.tower-tours.com • Tony Tours Ltd., Tel:
244 2050, Fax: 244 2052, ihab64@012.net.il • Traveller Experience Tours, Telefax: 585 8440, Mob. 0548
050 383, info@travellerexperience.com, www.travellerexperience.com • United Travel Ltd., Tel: 583 3614, Fax:
583 6190, unidas@bezeqint.net, www.unitedtravelltd.com • Universal Tourist Agency, Tel: 628 4383, Fax: 626
4448, uta-j@zahav.net.il, www.universal-jer.com • William Tours & Travel Agency, Tel: 623 1617, Fax: 624
1126, wiltours_n@hotmail.com • Yanis Tours & Travel, Telefax: 627 5862, hai_mou@yahoo.com • Zatarah
Tourist & Travel Agency, Tel: 627 2725, Fax: 628 9873, info@zaatarahtravel.com

Bethlehem (02) ACA Travel & Tourism, Tel: 274 1115, Fax: 275 2263, tourism@aca.ps, www.aca.ps •
Angels Tours and Travel, Tel: 277 5813, Fax: 277 5814, angels@p-ol.com, www.angelstours.com.ps • Arab
Agency Travel & Tourism, Tel: 274 1872, Fax: 274 2431, tourism@aca-palestine.com, www.aca-palestine.
com • Bethlehem Star Travel, Telefax: 277 0441, info@bst.ps, www.bst.ps • Crown Tours & Travel Co. Ltd.,
Tel: 274 0911, Fax: 274 0910, info@crown-tours.com, www.crown-tours.com • East Wind Tours & Travel, Tel:
277 3316, Fax: 277 3315, info@eastwindtourz.com, www.eastwindtourz.com • Four Seasons Co. Tourism &
Travel, Tel: 277 4401, Fax: 277 4402, fseasons@p-ol.com • Gloria Tours & Travel, Tel: 274 0835, Fax: 274
3021, gloria@p-ol.com • Golden Gate Tours & Travel, Tel: 276 6044, Fax: 276 6045, ggtours@palnet.com •
Kukali Travel & Tours, Tel: 277 3047, Fax: 277 2034, kukali@p-ol.com • Laila Tours & Travel, Tel: 277 7997,
Fax: 277 7996, laila@lailatours.com, www.Lailatours.com • Lama Tours International, Tel: 274 3717, Fax: 274
3747, litco@p-ol.com • Madian Tours & Travel Co.Ltd, Tel: 275 1929, info@madian-tours.com • Millennium
Transportation, TeleFax: 676 7727, 050-242 270 • Mousallam Int’l Tours, Tel: 277 0054, Fax: 277 0054,
Mitours@palnet.com • Nativity Tours and Travel, Tel: 276 1124, TeleFax: 276 1125, info@thenativitytours.
com, www.thenativitytours.com • Sansur Travel Agency, Tel: 274 4473, Telefax: 274 4459 • Sky Lark Tours
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and Travel, Tel: 274 2886, Fax: 276 4962, skylark@palnet.com • Terra Santa Tourist Co., Tel: 277 0249 Fax:
277 0250 • Voice of Faith Tours, Tel: 275 70 50 Fax: 275 70 51, nabil@gmtravel.co.il, www.gmtravel.co.il

Beit Jala (02) Guiding Star Ltd., Tel: 276 5970, Fax: 276 5971, info@guidingstar2.com
Beit Sahour (02) Alternative Tourism Group, Tel: 277 2151, Fax: 277 2211, info@atg.ps, www.atg.
ps • Brothers Travel & Tours, Tel: 277 5188, Fax: 277 5189, holyland@brostours.com, www.brostours.com
• Grace Tours, Tel: 275 7363, Fax: 277 2420, elias@grace-tours.com • Magi Tours, Telefax: 277 5798,
magitours@spidernet.ps
Hebron (02) AL-Afaq for Travel & Umrah, Telefax: 221 1332, alafaqtravel@yahoo.com • AlArrab Tours
Tel: 221 1917, info@alarrabtours.com • Al-Buhaira Tours and Travel co., Telefax: 225 2095, www.AL-BUHAIRA.
com, INFO@ALBUAIRA.com • Alkiram Tourism, Tel: 225 6501/2, Fax: 225 6504, alkiram@hebronet.com •
Al Raed Travel Agency, Telefax: 229 3030, Mob: 0599 889 477, raedbader@msn.com • Al-Salam Travel and
Tours Co., Tel: 221 5574, Fax: 223 3747 • Sabeen Travel Tourism, Telefax: 229 4775, sabeenco@yahoo.com
Ramallah (02) Al-Asmar Travel Agency, Telefax: 295 4140, 296 5775, asmar@p-ol.com • All Middle

East Pilgrimage and Tourism Coordination Office, Tel: 289 8123, Fax: 289 9174, ameptco@gmail.com, www.
ameptco.com • Amani Tours, Telefax: 298 7013, amanitr@p-ol.com • Anwar Travel Agency, Tel: 295 6388,
295 1706, alaa@anwartravel.ps • Apollo Travel & Tourism Agency, Mob: 0568 038 536, 0568 038 534, Tel:
241 2510, Fax: 251 2567, apollotravel1@gmail.com • Arab Office for Travel & Tourism, Tel: 295 6640, Fax:
295 1331 • Arseema for Travel & Tourism, Tel: 297 5571, Fax: 297 5572, info@arseema.ps • Atlas Tours
& Travel, Tel: 295 2180, Fax: 298 6395, www.atlasavia.com • Damas Holidays for Travel and Tourism, Tel:
241 2285, Fax: 241 2281, info@damasholidays.ps, www.damasholidays.ps • Darwish Travel Agency, Tel: 295
6221, Fax: 295 7940 • Golden Globe Tours, Tel: 296 5111, Fax: 296 5110, gg-tours@palnet.com • Issis &
Co., Tel: 295 6250, Fax: 295 4305 • Jordan River Tourist & Travel Agency, Tel: 298 0523, Fax: 298 0524 •
Kashou’ Travel Agency, Tel: 295 5229, Fax: 295 3107, kashoutravel@hotmail.com • Mrebe Tours & Travel,
Tel: 295 4671, Fax: 295 4672, info@mrebetours.ps • The Pioneer Links Travel & Tourism Bureau, Tel: 240
7859, Fax: 240 7860, pioneer@pioneer-links.com • Travel House For Travel & Tourism, Tel: 295 7225, Fax:
296 2634, www.travelhouse.ps • Rahhal Tours & Travel, Tel: 242 3256, Fax: 242 9962, info@rahhaltours.ps,
www.rahhalyours.ps • Raha Tours and Travel, Tel: 296 1780, Fax: 296 1782, www.rahatt.com, www.rahatravel.
com • Reem Travel Agency, Tel: 295 3871, Fax: 295 3871 • Royal Tours, Tel: 296 6350/1, Fax: 296 6635
• Sabeen Travel Tourism, Telefax: 240 5931, sabeenco@yahoo.com • Salah Tours, Tel: 295 9931, Fax: 298
7206 • Shbat & Abdul Nur, Tel: 295 6267, Fax: 295 7246

Jenin (04) Asia Travel Tourism, Telefax: 243 5157, www.asia-tourism.net • Al Sadeq Travel & Tourism,

Tel: 243 8055, Fax: 243 8057, email: amr_jarrar@yahoo.com • Riviera Tours And Travel, Tel: 250 4140, Fax:
250 4142, rivieratours@ hotmail.com, rivierapal@yahoo.com

Nablus (09) Almadena Tours, Tel: 239 3333, Telefax: 239 3366, travel@almadena.ps, www.almadena.

ps • Cypress Tours, Telfax: 238 1797, info@cypress-tours.com, www.cypress-tours.com • Dream Travel &
Tourism, Tel: 233 5056, Fax: 237 2069 • Firas Tours, Tel: 234 4565, Fax: 234 7781 • Hittin Travel & Tours, Tel:
238 2298, Fax: 233 8092, www. hittin-travel.com • Top Tour, Tel: 238 9159, Fax: 238 1425, toptourandtravel@
yahoo.com • Yaish International Tours, Telefax: 238 1410, 238 1437, yaishtrl@palnet.com • Zorba’s Travel
Show, Tel: 234 4959, Mob: 0569 282 726

Tulkarem (09) Faj Tours, Tel: 2672 486, Fax: 2686 070, fajtours@hotmail.com
Gaza Strip (08) Al-Muntazah Travel Agency, Tel: 282 7919 Fax: 282 4923 • Halabi Tours and Travel
Co., Tel: 282 3704, Fax: 286 6075, halabitours@email.com, www.halabitours.ps • Maxim Tours, Tel: 282
4415, Fax: 286 7596 • National Tourist Office, Tel: 286 0616, Fax: 286 0682, shurafa@mtcgaza.com • Time
Travel Ltd., Tel: 283 6775, Fax: 283 6855, timetravel@marna.com

Air France and KLM, Tel: 02-628 2535/6 (Jerusalem), Tel: 08-286 0616 (Gaza) • Air Sinai – Varig, Tel: 02-627
2725 (Jerusalem), Tel: 08-282 1530 (Gaza) • Austrian Airlines Tel: 09-238 2065, Fax: 09-237 5598 (Nablus) •
Apollo Travel & Tourism, Tel: 02-241 2510, Fax: 02-241 2567 (Ramallah), Mob: 0568 038 536 • British Airways
PLC, Tel: 02-628 8654, Telefax: 02- 628 3602, (Jerusalem) • Cyprus Airways, Tel: 02-240 4894 (Al-Bireh) •
Delta Airlines, Tel: 02-296 7250, Telefax: 02-298 6395 (Ramallah) • Egypt Air, Tel: 02-298 6950/49 (Ramallah),
Tel: 08-282 1530 (Gaza) • Emirates Airlines, Tel: 02-296 1780 (Ramallah) • Etihad Air Ways, Tel: 02-295 3907
/ 02-295 3912 / 02-295 3913, Fax: 02-295 3914, info@etihad.ps (Ramallah), Tel: 02-295 3912/3 (Ramallah)
• Iberia, Tel: 02-628 3235/7238 (Jerusalem) • Lufthansa, Tel: 09-238 2065, Fax: 09-237 5598 (Nablus) •
Malev-Hungarian Airlines, Tel: 02-295 2180 (Ramallah) • Middle East Car Rental, Tel: 02-295 2602, Fax: 295
2603 • PAL AVIATION, Tel. 02-296 7250 Telefax: 02-298 6395 (Ramallah) • Palestine Airlines, Tel: 08-282
2800 (Gaza), Tel: 08-282 9526/7 (Gaza) • Qatar Airways, Tel: 02-240 4895 (Al-Bireh), Tel: 08-284 2303 (Gaza)
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• Royal Jordanian Airways, Tel: 02-240 5060 (Ramallah), Tel: 08-282 5403/13 (Gaza) • SN Brussels Airlines,
Tel: 02-295 2180 (Ramallah) • SAS Scandinavian Airlines, Tel: 02-628 3235/7238 (Jerusalem) • South African
Airways, Tel: 02-628 6257 (Jerusalem) • Swiss International Airlines, Tel: 02-295 2180 (Ramallah) • Tunis Air,
Tel: 02-298 7013 (Ramallah), Tel: 08-286 0616 (Gaza) • Turkish Airlines, Tel: 02-277 0130 (Bethlehem)
Airport Information Gaza International Airport, Tel: 08-213 4289 • Ben Gurion Airport, Tel: 03-972 3344

Consulates East Jerusalem (02) Apostolic Delegation, Tel: 628 2298, Fax: 628 1880 • Belgium, Tel:
582 8263, Fax: 581 4063, jerusalem@diplobel.org • European Community - Delegation to the OPT, Tel: 541
5888, Fax: 541 5848 • France, Tel: 591 4000, Fax: 582 0032 • Great Britain, Tel: 541 4100, Fax: 532 2368,
britain.jerusalem@fco.gov.uk, www.britishconsulate.org • Greece, Tel: 582 8316, Fax: 532 5392 • Italy, Tel:
561 8966, Fax: 561 9190 • Spain, Tel: 582 8006, Fax: 582 8065 • Swedish Consulate General, Tel: 646
5860, Fax: 646 5861 • Turkey, Tel: 591 0555-7, Fax: 582 0214, turkcons.jerusalem@mfa.gov.tr, www.kudus.
bk.mfa.gov.tr • United States of America, Tel: 622 7230, Fax: 625 9270
Representative Offices to the PNA Ramallah & Al-Bireh (02) Argentina Representative Office
to the PA, Tel: 241 2848/9, Fax: 241 2850, repal@mrecic.gov.ar • Australia, Tel: 242 5301, Fax: 240 8290,
austrep@palnet.com, ausaid@palnet.com • Austria, Tel: 240 1477, Fax: 240 0479 • Brazil, Tel: 241 3753, Fax:
241 3756, admin-office@rep-brazil.org • Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, Tel: 240 58 60/1, Fax: 2405862,
representacionenpalestina@yahoo.com, representacionenpalestina@hotmail.com • Canada, Tel: 297 8430, Fax:
297 8446, rmlah@international.gc.ca • Chile, Tel: 296 0850, Fax: 298 4768, chileram@palnet.com • Cyprus,
Tel: 241 3206, Fax: 241 3208 • Czech Republic, Tel: 296 5595, Fax: 296 5596 • Denmark, Tel: 242 2330, Fax:
240 0331 • Egypt, Tel: 297 7774, Fax: 297 7772 • Finland, Tel: 240 0340, Fax: 240 0343 • Germany, Tel: 298
4788, Fax: 298 4786, gerrprof@palnet.com • Hungary, Tel: 240 7676, Fax: 240 7678, humisram@palnet.com
• India, Tel: 290 3033, Fax: 290 3035, roi_ramallah@palnet.com • Ireland, Tel: 240 6811/2/3, Fax: 240 6816,
irishrep@palnet.com • Japan, Tel: 241 3120, Fax: 241 3123 • Jordan, Tel: 297 4625, Fax: 297 4624 • Lithuania,
Tel: 241 5290, office.ramallah@mfa.lt • Mexico, Tel: 297 5592, Fax: 297 5594, ofimex-ramala@palnet.com •
Norway, Tel: 235 8600, Fax: 235 8699, repram@mfa.no • Poland, Tel: 297 1318, Fax: 297 1319 • Portugal,
Tel: 240 7291/3, Fax: 240 7294 • Republic of Korea, Tel: 240 2846/7, Fax: 240 2848 • Russian Federation,
Tel: 240 0970, Fax: 240 0971 • South Africa, Tel: 298 7355, Fax: 298 7356, sarep@sarep.org, www.sarep.org •
Sri Lanka, Telefax: 290 4271 • Switzerland, Tel: 240 8360, vertretung@rah.rep.admin.ch • The Netherlands,
Tel: 240 6639, Fax: 240 9638 • The People’s Republic of China, Tel: 295 1222, Fax: 295 1221, chinaoffice@
palnet.com

Gaza Strip (08) Egypt, Tel: 282 4290, Fax: 282 0718 • Germany, Tel: 282 5584, Fax: 284 4855 •

Jordan, Tel: 282 5134, Fax: 282 5124 • Morocco, Tel: 282 4264, Fax: 282 4104 • Norway, Tel: 282 4615,
Fax: 282 1902 • Qatar, Tel: 282 5922, Fax: 282 5932 • South Africa, Tel: 284 1313, Fax: 284 1333 • Tunisia,
Tel: 282 5018, Fax: 282 5028
United Nations and International Organisations FAO - Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
Jerusalem (02), Tel: 533 9400, 532 2757, Fax: 540 0027, fao-gz@fao.org, www.fao.org • IBRD - International Bank
for Reconstruction and Development (World Bank), West Bank (02), Tel: 236 6500, Fax: 236 6543, Gaza (08) Tel: 282 4746
Fax: 282 4296, firstletterofsurname.familyname@worldbank.org • IMF, - International Monetary Fund, www.imf.org,
Gaza (08), Tel: 282 5913; Fax: 282 5923, West Bank (02), Tel: 236 6530; Fax: 236 6543 • ILO - International Labor
Organization, Jerusalem (02), Tel: 626 0212, 628 0933, Fax: 627 6746, Khaled.doudine@undp.org, Ramallah (02),
Tel: 290 0022, Fax: 290 0023, Nablus (09), Tel: 237 5692 - 233 8371, Fax: 233 8370 • OHCHR - Office of the
High Commissioner for Human Rights, Gaza (08), Tel: 282 7021, Fax: 282 7321, ohchr@undp.org, West Bank Office,
Telefax: 02-296 5534 • UNESCO - United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization, Ramallah (02), Tel:
295 9740, Fax: 295 9741, unesco@palnet.com • UNFPA - United Nations Population Fund, Jerusalem (02), Tel: 581
7292, Fax: 581 7382, unfpa.ps@undp.org, www.unfpa.ps • UNICEF - United Nations Children’s Fund, Jerusalem
(02), Tel: 584 0400, Fax: 583 0806, Gaza (08), Tel: 286 2400, Fax: 286 2800, Jerusalem@unicef.org • UNIFEM
- United Nations Development Fund for Women, Telefax: 628 0450, Tel: 628 0661 • UN OCHA - United Nations Office for
Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, Tel: 582 9962/02 - 582 5853, Fax: 582 5841, ochaopt@un.org, www.ochaopt.
org • UNRWA - United Nations Relief and Works Agency, Gaza (08), Tel: 677 7333, Fax: 677 7555, unrwapio@unrwa.
org, West Bank (02), Tel: 589 0401, Fax: 532 2714, firstletterofsurname.familyname@unrwa.org • UNSCO - Office
of the Special Coordinator for the Middle East Peace Process, Tel: 08-284 3555/02-568 7276, Fax: 08-282 0966/02-568
7288, UNSCO-Media@un.org, www.unsco.org • UNTSO - United Nations Truce Supervision Organization, Jerusalem
(02), Tel: 568 7222 - 568 7444, Fax: 568 7400, DPKO-UNTSO-admin@un.org • WFP - World Food Programmeme,
Gaza (08), Tel: 282 7463, Fax: 282 7921, Jerusalem (02), Tel: 540 1340, Fax: 540 1227, pablo.recalde@wfp.org
• WHO - World Health Organization, Jerusalem (02), Tel: 540 0595, Fax: 581 0193, info@who-health.org, Gaza (08),
Tel: 282 2033, Fax: 284 5409, who@palnet.com • World Bank, Tel: 236 6500, Fax: 236 6543
United Nations Development Programmeme (UNDP), Programmeme of Assistance to the Palestinian People (PAPP)
4 Al-Ya’qubi Street, Jerusalem, Tel: 02 6268200, Fax: 02 6268222, E-mail: registry.papp@undp.org / URL: http://www.papp.undp.org
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Hebron (02) Quds Bank, Tel: 221 1357 • Al-Ahli Bank, Tel: 222 4801/2/3/4 • Arab Bank, Tel: 222 6410,

Fax: 222 6418 • Bank of Palestine, Tel: 225 0001/2/3 • Cairo-Amman Bank, (Wadi Al-Tuffah), Tel: 222 5353/4/5
• Cairo-Amman Bank, (Al-Balad), Tel: 222 9803/4 • Cairo-Amman Bank, (The Islamic Branch), Tel: 222 7877
• Islamic Arab Bank, Tel: 2254156/7 • Islamic Bank, Tel: 222 6768 • Jordan Bank, Tel: 222 4351/2/3/4 •
Palestine Investment Bank, Tel: 225 2701/2/3/4 • The Housing Bank, Tel: 225 0055

East Jerusalem (02) Hospitals Augusta Victoria, Tel: 627 9911 • Dajani Maternity, Tel: 583 3906 •

Hadassah (Ein Kerem), Tel: 677 7111 • Hadassah (Mt. Scopus), Tel: 584 4111 • Maqassed, Tel: 627 0222 •
Red Crescent Maternity, Tel: 628 6694 • St. John’s Opthalmic, Tel: 582 8325 • St. Joseph, Tel: 591 1911
• Clinics and Centers Arab Health Center, Tel: 628 8726 • CHS Clinics, Tel: 628 0602/0499 • Ibn Sina
Medical Center, Tel: 540 0083/9, 532 2536 • Jerusalem First Aid Clinic, Tel: 626 4055 • Medical Relief
Womens, Health Clinic, Tel: 583 3510 • Palestinian Counseling Center, Tel: 656 2272, 656 2627 • Peace
Medical Center, Tel: 532 7111, 532 4259 • Red Crescent Society, Tel: 582 8845 • Spafford Children’s Clinic,
Tel: 628 4875 • The Austrian Arab Community Clinic (AACC), Tel: 627 3246 • The Jerusalem Princess
Basma Center for Disabled Children, Tel: 628 3058

Bethlehem (02) Hospitals Al-Dibis Maternity, Tel: 274 4242 • Al-Hussein Government, Tel: 274
1161 • Bethlehem Arab Society for Rehabilitation, Tel: 274 4049-51, Fax: 274 4053 • Caritas Baby, Tel:
275 8500, Fax: 275 8501 • Mental Health, Tel: 274 1155 • Shepherd’s Field Hospital, Tel: 277 5092 • St.
Mary’s Maternity, Tel: 274 2443 • The Holy Family, Tel: 274 1151, Fax: 274 1154 • Clinics and Centers
Beit Sahour Medical Center, Tel: 277 4443 • Bethlehem Dental Center, Tel: 274 3303

Hebron (02) Hospitals Amira Alia, Tel: 222 8126 • Al-Ahli, Tel: 222 0212 • Al-Meezan, Tel: 225 7400/1
• Mohammed Ali, Tel: 225 3883/4 • Shaheera, Tel: 222 6982 • St. John’s Opthalmic, Tel: 223 6047 •
The Red Crescent, Tel: 222 8333 • Yattah Governmental Hospital, Tel: 227 1017, 227 1019 • Clinics and
Centers Red Crescent Society, Tel: 222 7450 • UPMRC, Tel: 222 6663

Jericho (02) Hospitals Jericho Government, Tel: 232 1967/8/9 • Clinics and Centers UPMRC, Tel:

232 2148

Nablus (09) Hospitals Al-Aqsa Hospital and Medical Center, Tel: 294 7666 • Al-Ittihad, Tel: 237 1491
• Al-Watani, Tel: 238 0039 • Al-Zakat Hospital (TolKarem), Tel: 268 0680 • Aqraba Maternity Home, Tel:
259 8550 • Rafidia, Tel: 239 0390 • Salfit Emergency Governmental Hospital, Tel: 251 5111 • Specialized
Arab Hospital, Tel: 239 0390 • St. Luke’s, Tel: 238 3818 • UNRWA Qalqilia Hospital (Qalqiliya), Tel: 294
0008 • Clinics and Centers Al-Amal Center, Tel: 238 3778 • Arab Medical Center, Tel: 237 1515 • Hagar
(Handicapped Equipment Center), Tel: 239 8687 • Red Crescent Society, Tel: 238 2153 • UPMRC, Tel: 283 7178
Ramallah and Al-Bireh (02) Hospitals Arabcare Hospital, Tel: 298 6420 • AL-Karmel Maternity

Home, Tel: 247 1026 • Al-Mustaqbal Hospital, Tel: 240 4562 • AL-Nather Maternity Hospital, Tel: 295 5295
• Ash-Sheikh Zayed Hospital, Tel: 298 8088 • Birziet Maternity Home, Tel: 281 0616 • Care Specialized
Dental Center, Tel: 297 5090 • Khaled Surgical Hospital, Tel: 295 5640 • Ramallah Government Hospitals,
Tel: 298 2216/7 • Red Crescent Hospital, Tel: 240 6260 • Clinics and Centers Arab Medical Center, Tel:
295 4334 • Arabcare Medical Center, Tel: 298 6420 • Emergency & Trauma Center, Tel: 298 8088 • Harb
Heart Center, Tel: 296 0336 • Modern Dental Center, Tel: 298 0630 • National Center for Blood Diseases
“Hippocrates” Thalessemia and Hemophilia Center, Tel: 296 5082, Fax: 296 5081 • Patients’ Friends Society
K. Abu Raya Rehabilitation Centre, Tel: 295 7060/1 • Palestinian Hemophilia Association-PHA, Telefax:
297 5588 • Peace Medical Center, Tel: 295 9276 • Red Crescent Society, Tel: 240 6260 • UPMRC, Tel:
298 4423, 296 0686

Gaza Strip (08) Hospitals Al-Ahli Al-Arabi, Tel: 286 3014 • Dar Al-Salam, Tel: 285 4240 • Nasser, Tel:
205 1244 • Shifa, Tel: 286 2765 • Clinics and Centers Arab Medical Center, Tel: 286 2163 • Beit Hanoun
Clinic, Tel: 285 8065 • Dar Al-Shifa, Tel: 286 5520 • Hagar (Handicapped Equipment Center), Tel: 284 2636 •
St. John’s Opthalmic, Tel: 284 8445 • UPMRC, Tel: 282 7837

East Jerusalem (02) Quds Bank (Al-Ezzarieh), Tel: 279 8803 • Arab Bank (Al-Ezzarieh), Tel: 279 6671,
Fax: 279 6677 • Arab Bank (Al-Ram), Tel: 234 8710, Fax: 234 8717 • Center for Development Consultancy
(CDC), Tel: 583 3183, Fax: 583 3185 • Commercial Bank of Palestine, Tel: 279 9886, Fax: 279 9258

Ramallah (02) Quds Bank (Al-Masyoon), Tel: 297 0014, (El-Bireh), Tel: 298 3391 • National Bank, (Hebron),
Tel: 221 6222, Fax: 221 6231, (Ramallah: HQ), Tel: 294 6090, Fax: 294 6114, (Al Masyoun Branch), Tel: 297 7731,
Fax: 297 7730, (Al Irsal Branch), Tel: 297 8700, Fax: 297 8701, (Nablus), Tel: 238 0802, Fax: 238 0801 • Arab
Bank, (Al-Balad) Tel: 298 6480, Fax: 298 6488, (Al-Bireh), Tel: 295 9581, Fax: 295 9588, (Al-Manara) Tel: 295
4821, Fax: 295 4824, (Masyoun Branch), Tel: 297 8100 • Arab Land Bank, Tel: 295 8421 • Bank of Palestine,
Tel: 294 6700, Fax: 298 5920, (Al-Irsal) Tel: 296 6860, Fax: 296 6864 • Arab Palestinian Investment Bank, Tel:
298 7126, Fax: 298 7125 • Beit Al-Mal Holdings, Tel: 298 6916, Fax: 298 6916 • Jordan Ahli Bank, (Ramallah
Branch), Tel: 298 6313, Fax: 298 6311, (Nablus Branch), Tel: 04-238 2280, (Bethlehem Branch), Tel: 277 0351, •
Cairo-Amman Bank, Tel: 298 3500, Fax: 295 5437 • The Center for Private Enterprise Development, Tel:
298 6786, Fax: 298 6787 • Commercial Bank of Palestine, Tel: 295 4141, Fax: 295 4145 • Cooperative
Development Unit, Tel: 290 0029, Fax: 290 0029 • Deutsche Ausgleichsbank (DTA), Tel: 298 4462, Fax:
295 2610 • The Housing Bank, Tel: 298 6270, Fax: 298 6276 • International Islamic Arab Bank, Tel: 240
7060, Fax: 240 7065 • Jordan Bank, Tel: 295 8686, Fax: 2958684 • Jordan-Gulf Bank, Tel: 298 7680, Fax:
298 7682 • Jordan-Kuwait Bank, Tel: 240 6725, Fax: 240 6728 • Jordan National Bank, Tel: 295 9343,
Fax: 295 9341 • Palestine International Bank (PIB), Tel: 298 3300, Fax: 298 3333 • Palestine Investment
Bank, Tel: 298 7880, Fax: 298 7881 • Palestine Islamic Bank, Tel: 295 0247, Fax: 295 7146 • Union Bank,
Tel: 298 6412, Fax: 295 6416
Gaza Strip (08) Quds Bank (Al-Remal), Tel: 284 4333 • Arab Bank, Tel: 08-286 6288, Fax: 282 0704,

(Al-Rimal), Tel: 282 4729, Fax: 282 4719, (Khan Younis) Tel: 205 4775, Fax: 205 4745, (Karny), Tel: 280 0020,

Fax: 280 0028 • Arab Land Bank, Tel: 282 2046, Fax: 282 1099 • Bank of Palestine, Tel: 282 3272, Fax: 286
5667 • Beit Al-Mal Holdings, Tel: 282 0722, Fax: 282 5786 • Cairo-Amman Bank, Tel: 282 4950, Fax: 282
4830 • Commercial Bank of Palestine, Tel: 282 5806, Fax: 282 5816 • The Housing Bank, Tel: 282 6322,
Fax: 286 1143 • Jordan Bank, Tel: 282 0707, Fax: 282 4341 • Palestine Development Fund, Tel: 282 4286,
Fax: 282 4286 • Palestine International Bank (PIB), Tel: 284 4333, Fax: 284 4303 • Palestine Investment
Bank, Tel: 282 2105, Fax: 282 2107

Nablus (09) Quds Bank, Tel: 235 9741, (Nablus Aljded), Tel: 239 7782 • Arab Bank, Tel: 238 2340, Fax:
238 2351, (Askar), Tel: 231 1694, Fax: 234 2076 • Arab Land Bank, Tel: 238 3651, Fax: 238 3650 • Bank of
Palestine, Tel: 238 2030, Fax: 238 2923, (Al-Misbah), Tel: 231 1460, Fax: 231 1922 • Cairo-Amman Bank,
Tel: 238 1301, Fax: 238 1590 • Commercial Bank of Palestine, Tel: 238 5160, Fax: 238 5169 • The Housing
Bank, Tel: 238 6060, Fax: 238 6066 • Jordan Bank, Tel: 238 1120, Fax: 238 1126 • Jordan-Gulf Bank, Tel:
238 2191, Fax: 238 1953 • Jordan-Kuwait Bank, Tel: 237 7223, Fax: 237 7181 • Jordan-National Bank, Tel:
238 2280, Fax: 238 2283 • Palestine Investment Bank, Tel: 238 5051, Fax: 238 5057 • Palestine International
Bank, Tel: 239 7780, Fax: 239 7788

City
Jerusalem*
CHS (Old City Jerusalem)
Bethlehem
Gaza
Hebron
Jericho
Jenin
Nablus
Ramallah
Child Helpline Palestine
Tulkarem
Qalqilia

Fire
02-628 2222
101 / 0505 319 120
02-274 1123
08-286 3633
102 / 22 28121-2-3
02-232 2658
04-250 1225
09-238 3444
02-295 6102
(121) free line
09-267 2106
09-294 0440

Bethlehem (02) Arab Bank, Tel: 277 0080, Fax: 277 0088 • Arab Land Bank, Tel: 274 0861 • CairoAmman Bank, Tel: 274 4971, Fax: 274 4974 • Jordan National Bank, Tel: 277 0351, Fax: 277 0354 • Bank
of Palestine, Tel: 276 5515/6, Fax: 276 5517 • Palestine Investment Bank, Tel: 277 0888, Fax: 277 0889
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Ambulance
101

Police
100

101 / 02-274 4222
101 / 08-2863633
101
101 / 02-232 1170
101 / 04-250 2601
101 / 09-238 0399
101 / 02-240 0666

100
100
100
100
100
100
100

101 / 09-267 2140
101 / 09-294 0440

100
100

As Palestine continues its struggle for independence, it has already begun to acquire sovereign cyberspace recognition. A difficult
three-year international debate resulted in the “Occupied Palestinian Territory” being officially assigned the two-letter suffix, “.ps,”
in the ISO 3166-1 list for the representation of names of countries or territories. The successful struggle to attain country code 970
led the way for the Internet Corporation for Associated Names and Numbers (ICANN), the international corporation that manages
the country code Top-Level Domain (ccTLD) system on the Internet, on 22 March 2000, to assign Palestine its unique country
identifier, “.ps,” in line with other sovereign nations such as .fr for France and .ca for Canada.

Arts and Culture: Al Rowwad Theatre Centre www.alrowwad.virtualactivism.net, A.M. Qattan Foundation
www.qattanfoundation.org, Ashtar Theater www.ashtar-theatre.org, Al Kasaba Theatre and Cinematheque
www.alkasaba.org, Al-Ma’mal Foundation for Contemporary Art www.almamalfoundation.org, Al Mathaf
www.almathaf.ps, ArtSchool Palestine www.artschoolpalestine.com, Baha Boukhari www.baha-cartoon.net,
Educational Bookshop www.educationalbookshop.com, Family Net www.palestine-family.net, Khalil Sakakini
Cultural Center (Ramallah) www.sakakini.org, Paltel Virtual Gallery (Birzeit University) www.virtualgallery.birzeit.
edu, Rim Banna www.rimbanna.com, RIWAQ: Centre for Architectural Conservation www.riwaq.org, Sunbula
(fair trade/crafts) www.sunbula.org, The Popular Arts Centre www.popularartcentre.org, Sumud www.sumud.net,
Palestinian Pottery www.palestinianpottery.com, The International Center of Bethlehem (Dar Annadwa) www.
annadwa.org, The Musical Intifada www.docjazz.com, El-funoun www.el-funoun.org, Sabreen Association for
Artistic Development www.sabreen.org, The Virtual Gallery www.virtualgallery.birzeit.edu
Business and Economy: Arab Palestinian Investment Company www.apic-pal.com, Hebron Store www.
hebron-store.com, Jawwal www.jawwal.ps, Massar www.massar.com, The Palestinian Economic Council
for Development and Reconstruction (PECDAR) www.pecdar.org, Palestinian Securities Exchange, Ltd.
www.p-s-e.com, Palestine Development and Investment Ltd. (PADICO) www.padico.com, Paltel Group.
www.paltelgroup.ps, Tatweer Information Technology & Business Solutions www.progress.ps, Wataniya
Palestine www.wataniya-palestine.com
Directories, ISPs and Portals: Jaffa Net www.weino.com, Hadara www.hadara.ps, Al-Quds Network www.
alqudsnet.com, Masader, the Palestinian NGO Portal www.masader.ps, Palseek www.palseek.com, Paleye
www.paleye.com, Al Buraq www.alburaq.net, The Palestinian NGO Portal www.masader.ps
Government: PLO Negotiations Affairs Department (NAD) www.nad-plo.org, PNA www.pna.gov.ps, Ministry
of Higher Education www.mohe.gov.ps, Ministry of Industry www.industry.gov.ps, Ministry of Education www.
moe.gov.ps, Ministry of Health www.moh.gov.ps, Government Computer Center www.gcc.gov.ps, Orient
House www.orienthouse.org
Health and Mental Health: Augusta Victoria Hospital www.avh.org, Gaza Community Mental Health
Programmeme www.gcmhp.net, Ministry of Health www.moh.gov.ps, Palestinian Counseling Center www.
pcc-jer.org, Red Crescent Society www.palestinercs.org, Spafford Children’s Clinic www.spafford-jerusalem.
org, UNFPA www.unfpa.ps, Union of Palestinian Medical Relief Committees www.upmrc.org, Bethlehem Arab
Society for Rehabilitation www.basr.org, Palestine Medical Council www.pmc.ps
Human Rights Organisations: Al Haq www.alhaq.org, Defence for Children International Palestine Section
www.dci-pal.org, Human Rights and Good Governance Secretariat in the oPt www.humanrights.ps, LAW The Palestinian Society for the Protection of Human Rights and the Environment www.lawsociety.org, The
Palestinian Centre for Human Rights www.pchrgaza.org, BADIL www.badil.org, Women’s Affairs Technical
Committee (WATC) www.pal-watc.org; www.pcc-jer.org
Research and News: Applied Research Institute - Jerusalem www.arij.org, Gaza News www.gazanews.
com, JMCC www.jmcc.org, PASSIA www.passia.org, MIFTAH www.miftah.org, AMIN www.amin.org, Al Quds
www.alquds.com, Al Ayyam www.al-ayyam.com, WAFA www.wafa.pna.net, Palestine Wildlife Society www.
wildlife-pal.org, 93.6 RAM FM www.ramfm.net, Ramallah on line www.ramallahonline.com, Ramattan Studios
www.ramattan.com, Palestine Family Net www.palestine-family.net, Palestine Mapping Centre www.palmap.
org, The Palestine Monitor www.palestinemonitor.org, The Palestinian Center for Rapprochement between
People www.imemc.org, OCHA- The United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs www.
ochaopt.org, Englishpal www.englishpal.ps, Ma’an News Agency www.maannews.net/en
Tourism: Ministry of Tourism www.travelpalestine.ps, Arab Hotel Association www.palestinehotels.com, Holy
land Incoming Tour Operators Association www.holylandoperators.com, Diyafa Hospitality Management
Consultants Group www.diyafa.ps, Ramallah Tourist Information Center tic@ramallah.ps, visitpalestine
www.visitpalestine.ps
Travel Agencies: Alternative Tourism Group www.patg.org, Atlas Aviation www.atlasavia.com, Awad Tourist
Agency www.awad-tours.com, Aweidah Tours www.aweidah.com, Blessed Land Travel www.blessedland.com,
Crown Tours www.crown-tours.com, Daher Travel www.dahertravel.com, Guiding Star www.guidingstarltd.
com, Halabi Tours and Travel Co. www.halabitours.ps, Jiro Tours www.jirotours.com, Mt. of Olives Tours
www.olivetours.com, Pioneer Links www.pioneer-links.com, Raha Tours www.rahatravel.com, Ramallah
Travel Agency www.kaoud.org, United Travel www.unitedtravelltd.com, Universal Tourist Agency www.
universal-jer.com
Universities: Birzeit University www.birzeit.edu, An-Najjah University www.najah.edu, Al-Quds University
www.alquds.edu, Al-Azhar University (Gaza) www.alazhar-gaza.edu, Arab American University www.aauj.edu,
Bethlehem University www.bethlehem.edu, Hebron University www.hebron.edu, The Islamic University (Gaza)
www.iugaza.edu, Palestine Polytechnic www.ppi.edu
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Map Source: PalMap - GSE
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Bethlehem, West Bank, Palestine
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A Human Tragedy
News is just coming in. Another massacre at dawn in Shaja’iyya neighbourhood in Gaza.
Initial figures speak of sixty dead, four hundred and fifty injured. All civilians. All civilians.
Words fall short to express sorrow, anger, and frustration. Palestinians have no doubt
that civilians are being deliberately targeted. No woman, child, or elderly person
is spared; all are within the “target bank.” It seems that the vast majority of Israeli
society wants blood and its military is obliging. There will be more Palestinian blood
spilt, more orphans, more widows and widowers, and more bereaved parents.
Among those who have died, those injured, and those traumatized, the children of
Gaza have suffered the most. Images of screaming children will engrain Palestinian
collective memory forever. Images of the torn corpses of the four children who
were playing football and were shelled by an Israeli navy vessel will remain forever.
We all know that with the sophisticated war technology available to Israel, it was
impossible to mistake four young children playing on a beach as fleeing combatants.
While Israel justifies these war crimes as exercising its right to defend itself from
terrorism, it is the Palestinians—unable to defend themselves or evacuate—who
are experiencing the real terrorism, inflicted on them by the government of Israel.
I pray the monstrosity of the Shaja’iyya carnage will change the course of this onslaught
and bring some sense to those who advocate the continuation of this madness, and
that they pause, search their souls, and hopefully cease their hostility. Unfortunately, my
initial reaction is that there will be still more aggression. For whatever reason, the twohour humanitarian cease file called by the Red Cross was breached and Shaja’iyya was
shelled again as the corpses were collected and the injured were being sent for treatment
International condemnation of this unprovoked attack on Gaza is growing by the day.
One hundred thousand demonstrators have marched in solidarity with the Palestinians
in London and other British cities yesterday, and thousands more in Paris, Sydney,
Melbourne, Toronto, Ankara, Istanbul, Tunis, Yemen, Rabat, Stokholm, and Capetown;
indeed in most cities all over the globe. For crying out loud, there was a pro-Palestinian
demonstration in the Maldives! I used to think that world leaders such as Obama,
Merkel, Cameron, Hollande, and Harper were merely uninformed. But now I am
certain they are fully aware of what is happening, and the sad reality is that they are
accomplices to these murders by not enforcing international legitimacy and allowing
Israel get away with crimes against humanity. History will judge them, and will judge
those who didn’t lift a finger to support a screaming child and or a father gone mad
upon losing his only child.
Eight hundred thousand refugees live in Al-Shati’ Refugee Camp, in an area of one
square kilometre. Consider that level of population density and then try to imagine
a missile exploding in the middle of the camp! What sort of response would you
expect from 1.8 million inhabitants besieged for seven years with running water
one day a week, and electricity two hours a day?
We are witnessing a human tragedy of colossal proportions. I pray that by the time
this issue of TWIP is out, this madness would have stopped.
God have mercy.
Sani P. Meo
Publisher
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